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SOLITON RESOLUTION FOR THE DERIVATIVE NONLINEAR
SCHRO¨DINGER EQUATION
ROBERT JENKINS, JIAQI LIU, PETER A. PERRY, AND CATHERINE SULEM
Abstract. We study the derivative nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation for generic
initial data in a weighted Sobolev space that can support bright solitons (but
exclude spectral singularities). Drawing on previous well-posedness results,
we give a full description of the long-time behavior of the solutions in the
form of a finite sum of localized solitons and a dispersive component. At
leading order and in space-time cones, the solution has the form of a multi-
soliton whose parameters are slightly modified from their initial values by
soliton-soliton and soliton-radiation interactions. Our analysis provides an
explicit expression for the correction dispersive term. We use the nonlinear
steepest descent method of Deift and Zhou [8] revisited by the B-analysis of
McLaughlin-Miller [24] and Dieng-McLaughlin [9], and complemented by the
recent work of Borghese-Jenkins-McLaughlin [1] on soliton resolution for the
focusing nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation. Our results imply that N-soliton
solutions of the derivative nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation are asymptotically
stable.
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1. Introduction
In this paper, we prove soliton resolution for the derivative nonlinear Schro¨dinger
equation (DNLS)
iut ` uxx ´ iεp|u|2uqx “ 0(1a)
upx, t “ 0q “ u0(1b)
for initial data in a dense and open subset of the weighted Sobolev space H2,2pRq
which contains 0 as well as initial data of arbitrarily large L2-norm. Here ε “ ˘1
and H2,2pRq is the completion of C80 pRq in the norm
}u}H2,2 “
´››p1` p ¨ qq2up ¨ q››2
L2
` ››u2››2
L2
¯1{2
.
Our work builds on three previous papers [22, 23, 17] where we respectively
considered global well-posedness in the soliton-free sector, large-time asymptotics
in the soliton-free sector, and global well-posedness on the dense and open subset
described in what follows. We will refer to these as Papers I, II, and III for the
remainder of the introduction. A more detailed presentation of the material in
Paper III and the current paper may be found in the preprint [17].
Soliton resolution refers to the property that the solution decomposes into the
sum of a finite number of separated solitons and a radiative part as |t| Ñ 8. The
limiting soliton parameters are slightly modulated, due to the soliton-soliton and
soliton-radiation interactions. We fully describe the dispersive part which contains
two components, one coming from the continuous spectrum and another one from
the interaction of the discrete and continuous spectrum.
This decomposition is a central feature in nonlinear wave dynamics and has been
the object of many theoretical and numerical studies. It has been established in
many perturbative contexts, that is when the initial condition is close to a soliton or
a multi-soliton. In non-perturbative cases, this property was proved rigorously for
KdV [14], mKdV [7, 27] and for the focussing NLS equation [1] using the inverse
scattering approach. The last result has been conjectured for a long time [30] but
rigorously proved only recently. A direct consequence of this result is that N-soliton
solutions are asymptotically stable.
The soliton resolution conjecture is at the heart of current studies in nonlinear
waves and extends to solutions that blow up in finite time. In the context of
non-integrable equations, Tao [28] considered the NLS equation with potential in
high dimension (d ě 11) and proved the existence of a global attractor, assuming
radial symmetry. A recent work by Duykaerts, Jia, Kenig and Merle [12] concerns
the focusing energy critical wave equation for which they prove that any bounded
solution asymptotically behaves like a finite sum of modulated solitons, a regular
component in the finite time blow-up case or a free radiation in the global case, plus
a residue term that vanishes asymptotically in the energy space as time approaches
the maximal time of existence (see also [11, 13] for other cases, radial and non-radial,
in various dimensions).
1.1. The Inverse Scattering Method. In this subsection we briefly review the
global well-posedness result of [16] and describe the spectrally defined, dense open
subset of initial data H2,2pRq for which we will prove soliton resolution. Equation
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(1a) is gauge-equivalent to the equation
iqt ` qxx ` iεq2q¯x ` 1
2
|q|4q “ 0,(2a)
qpx, t “ 0q “ q0pxq(2b)
via the gauge transformation1
(3) qpxq :“ Gpuqpxq “ exp
ˆ
iε
ż 8
x
|upyq|2 dy
˙
upxq.
This nonlinear, invertible mapping is an isometry of L2pRq, maps soliton solutions
to soliton solutions, and maps dense open sets to dense open sets in weighted
Sobolev spaces. Consequently, global well-posedness for (2a) on an open and dense
set U inH2,2pRq containing data of arbitrary L2-norm implies global well-posedness
of (1a) on a subset G´1pUq of H2,2pRq with the same properties. In [17], global
well-posedness is established for (2a).
Our analysis exploits the discovery of Kaup and Newell [18] that (2a) has the
Lax representation
L “ ´iλσ3 `Qλ ´ i
2
σ3Q
2
A “ 2λL` iλpQλqx ` 1
2
rQx, Qs ` i
4
σ3Q
4
where
σ3 “
ˆ
1 0
0 ´1
˙
, Qpxq “
ˆ
0 qpxq
εqpxq 0
˙
, Qλpxq “
ˆ
0 qpxq
ελqpxq 0
˙
.
That is, a smooth function qpx, tq solves (2a) if and only if the operator identity
Lt ´Ax ` rL,As “ 0
holds for the matrices above with q “ qpx, tq (so that both matrices depend on t).
To exploit the Lax representation, we consider the spectral problem
(4) Ψx “ LΨ
for λ P C and 2ˆ 2 matrix-valued solutions Ψpx;λq.
As shown in [17], (4) defines a map R from q P H2,2pRq to spectral data, and
has an inverse I defined by a Riemann-Hilbert problem (Riemann-Hilbert Problem
1.2 below) which recovers the potential qpxq. Moreover, the spectral data for a
solution q “ qpx, tq of (2a) obey a linear law of evolution. Thus the solution M for
the Cauchy problem (2a)-(2b) is given by
(5) Mptqq0 “ pI ˝ Φt ˝Rq q0
where Φt represents the linear evolution on spectral data. To state the results of
Paper III that we will use, we describe the set U and the maps R, Φt, and I in
greater detail. For any q P H2,2pRq and λ P R; there exist unique Jost solutions
Ψ˘px, λq of Ψx “ LΨ with respective asymptotics limxÑ˘8Ψ˘px;λqeiλxσ3 “ I,
1 In papers I and II, we use a slightly different gauge transformation, namely
exp
´
´iε
şx
´8
|upyq|2 dy
¯
upxq. Both transformations are clearly equivalent, up to the constant
phase factor exp
´
iε
ş8
´8
|u0pyq|2 dy
¯
. The current transformation has the advantage of slightly
simplifying some formulae in the analysis of long time behavior.
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where I denotes the 2ˆ 2 identity matrix. The scattering data are defined via the
relation
(6) Ψ`px;λq “ Ψ´px;λqT pλq, T pλq :“
ˆ
αpλq βpλq
β˘pλq α˘pλq
˙
where, since detΨ˘ “ 1,
αα˘´ ββ˘ “ 1.
Symmetries of (4) imply that, also
(7) α˘pλq “ αpλq, β˘pλq “ ελβpλq.
We introduce the reflection coefficient
(8) ρpλq “ βpλq{αpλq
and note that 1´ ελ|ρpλq|2 “ 1|αpλq|2 ą 0. We then define the set
(9) P “  ρ P H2,2pRq : 1´ ελ|ρpλq|2 ą 0( .
The function α˘ may be computed via the ‘Wronskian formula’
α˘pλq “
∣
∣
∣
∣
ψ´11px, λq ψ`12px, λq
ψ´21px, λq ψ`22px, λq
∣
∣
∣
∣
;
a standard analysis of (4) shows that if q P L1pRq X L2pRq, the vector-valued
functions ψ´p1q “ pψ´11, ψ´21q and ψ`p2q “ pψ`12, ψ`22q have analytic continuations to
Imλ ą 0 for each x, and decay exponentially fast respectively as xÑ ˘8. Thus α˘
has an analytic continuation to C`. Zeros λj of α˘ are eigenvalues of the spectral
problem (4) and signal the presence of square-integrable solutions. We have
ψ´p1qpx, λjq “ Bjψ`p2qpx, λjq for nonzero Bj and, if the zero λj is simple, we define
the associated norming constant Cj as Bj{α˘1pλjq. If q0 P H2,2pRq, zeros of α˘ in C`
correspond to bright solitons, as our results on large-time asymptotics show.
Zeros of α˘ on R are known to occur and they correspond to spectral singularities
[32]. They are excluded from our analysis in the present paper. Their presence will
be addressed in a forthcoming article.
Definition 1.1. We denote by U the subset of H2,2pRq consisting of functions q
for which α˘ has no zeros on R and at most finitely many simple zeros in C`.
Clearly U “ Ť8N“0 UN where UN consists of those q for which α˘ has exactly N
zeros in C`. If N ‰ 0, we denote by λ1, . . . , λN the simple zeros of α˘ in C`.
Associated to each λj is a norming constant Cj P Czt0u :“ Cˆ which can be
described in terms of the Jost solutions. Thus, the spectral problem (4) associates
to each q P UN the spectral data
Dpqq “ `ρ, tpλj , CjquNj“1˘ P P ˆ `C` ˆ Cˆ˘N .
The map q ÞÑ Dpqq is called the direct scattering map. To describe its range, let
(10) V “
8ď
N“0
VN , VN “ P ˆ
`
C
` ˆ Cˆ˘N .
For an element D of V , write
Λ “ Λ` Y Λ`, Λ` “ tλ1, . . . , λNu
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and define
(11) dΛ “ inf
λ,µPΛ, λ‰µ
|λ´ µ|.
Note that for any λj P Λ, | Imλj | ě p1{2qdΛ. We say that a subset V 1 of VN is
bounded if:
(i) 1´ ελ|ρpλq|2 ě c1 ą 0 for a fixed strictly positive constant c1,
(ii) supj p|Cj | ` |λj |q ď C for a fixed strictly positive constant C,
(iii) dΛ ě c2 ą 0 for a fixed strictly positive constant c2.
We say that a subset U 1 of U is bounded if the set tDpqq : q P Uu is a bounded
subset of V 1N and if, also, U
1 is a bounded subset of H2,2pRq.
If q “ qpx, tq evolves according to (2a), the corresponding scattering data evolves
linearly:
(12) 9ρpλ, tq “ ´4iλ2ρpλ, tq, 9λj “ 0, 9Cj “ ´4iλ2jCj .
We denote by Φt the linear evolution on scattering data
 
ρ, tλj , CjuNj“1
(
induced
by (12).
Let us introduce the phase function
(13) θpx, t, λq “ ´
´x
t
λ` 2λ2
¯
.
Here and in what follows we write
adpσ3qA “ rσ3, As
for a 2ˆ 2 matrix A, so that
eiθ adσ3A “ eiθσ3Ae´iθσ3 .
The (time-dependent) inverse spectral problem is defined by a Riemann-Hilbert
problem (RHP) and a reconstruction formula.
Riemann-Hilbert Problem 1.2. Given x, t P R, ρ P P and tpλj , CjquNj“1 Ă
C` ˆ Cˆ, find a matrix-valued function
Npλ;x, tq : CzpRY Λq Ñ SLp2,Cq
with the following properties:
(i) N22pλ;x, tq “ N11pλ;x, tq, N21pλ;x, tq “ ελN12pλ;x, tq,
(ii) There exists p˚ P C so that Npλ;x, tq “
´
1 0
p˚ 1
¯
`O
ˆ
1
λ
˙
as |λ| Ñ 8,
(iii) N has continuous boundary values N˘ on R and
N`pλ;x, tq “ N´pλ;x, tqeitθ adσ3vpλq, vpλq “
ˆ
1´ ελ|ρpλq|2 ρpλq
´ελρpλq 1
˙
(iv) Npλ;x, tq has simple poles at each point p P Λ:
Resλ“pNpλ;x, tq “ lim
λÑp
Npλ;x, tqeitθ ad σ3vppq
where for each λj P Λ`
vpλjq “
ˆ
0 0
λjCj 0
˙
, vpλjq “
ˆ
0 εCj
0 0
˙
.
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Given the solution Npλ;x, tq of Riemann-Hilbert Problem 1.2, we can recover
the solution qpx, tq from the reconstruction formula
(14) qpx, tq “ lim
λÑ8
2iλN12pλ;x, tq.
We denote by I the map from scattering data tρ, tλj , Cjuu to qpx, 0q, so that
formally the solution operator for (2a) is given by
Mptq “ I ˝ Φt ˝R.
In Paper III, we proved:
Theorem 1.3. For ε “ ˘1, the set U is open and dense in H2,2pRq. Moreover,
the direct scattering map
R : U Ñ V
maps bounded subsets of UN into bounded subsets of VN for each N , and is uni-
formly Lipschitz continuous on bounded subsets of UN . The inverse scattering map
I has analogous mapping and Lipschitz properties. Finally, the evolution M defines
a solution operator for (2a) in the sense that
(i) q0 ÞÑMptqq0 is locally Lipschitz continuous on UN ,
(ii) t ÞÑMptqq0 defines a continuous curve in H2,2pRq, and
(iii) For each q0 P SpRq, qpx, tq “Mptqq0 is a classical solution of (2a).
As discussed in Paper III, RHP 1.2 is equivalent to a technically somewhat
simpler RHP involving row vector-valued functions.
Riemann-Hilbert Problem 1.4. Given x, t P R, ρ P P , and tpλj , CjquNj“1 in
pC` ˆ CˆqN , find a row vector-valued function npx, t, zq : CzpR Y Λq Ñ C2 with
the following properties:
(i) npλ;x, tq “ `1 0˘`Oˆ 1
λ
˙
as |z| Ñ 8,
(ii) n has continuous boundary values n˘ on R and
n`pλ;x, tq “ n´pλ;x, tqeitθ adpσ3qvpλq, vpλq “
ˆ
1´ ελ|ρpλq|2 ρpλq
´ελρpλq 1
˙
,
(iii) For each λ P Λ,
Resz“λ npλ;x, tq “ lim
zÑλ
npz;x, tqeitθ adpσ3qV pλq
where for each λ P Λ`
vpλq “
ˆ
0 0
λCλ 0
˙
, vpλq “
ˆ
0 εCλ
0 0
˙
.
1.2. Soliton Resolution. To deduce large-time asymptotics and soliton resolution
for (1a), we will first obtain large-time asymptotics for (2a) and then compute the
asymptotics of the phase in (3) in terms of spectral data. These two results together
will yield large-time asymptotics and a modified form of soliton resolution for (1a).
Long-time asymptotic behavior and solution resolution for (2a) are established
for initial data q0 P U using the Deift-Zhou method of steepest descent applied
to RHP 1.2. Note that the phase function θ in (13) has a single critical point at
ξ “ ´x{4t. From the evolution (12) and the symmetry properties of RHP 1.2, it
suffices to solve Riemann-Hilbert Problem 1.4 for the row vector-valued function
npλ;x, tq “ pN11pλ;x, tq, N12pλ;x, tqq.
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We choose intervals rv1, v2s of velocities and rx1, x2s of initial positions and
compute the asymptotic behavior of qpx, tq in space-time regions of the form
(15) Spv1, v2, x1, x2q “ tpx, tq : x “ x0 ` vt for v P rv1, v2s, x0 P rx1, x2su .
The explicit formula for one-soliton solutions given in (95) shows that a soliton
associated to eigenvalue λ moves with velocity (´4Reλ).
In what follows, we set
(16) ΛpIq “ tλ P Λ : Repλq P Iu “ Λ`pIq Y Λ`pIq
and
(17) NpIq “ |Λ`pIq|.
Solitons in Λpr´v2{4,´v1{4sq should be ‘visible’ within Spv1, v2, x1, x2q, but re-
maining solitons will move either too slowly or too fast to be seen in the moving
window.
To state our result, we need the following notation. For ξ P R and η P t´1,`1u
where η “ sgn t, let
(18)
I´ξ,η “ tλ P C : Imλ “ 0, ´8 ă ηReλ ď ηξu ,
I`ξ,η “ tλ P C : Imλ “ 0, ηξ ă ηReλ ă 8u .
x
t
x2x1
x´ v1t “ x1 x´ v2t “ x2
x´ v2t “ x1 x´ v1t “ x2
S
Reλ´v1{4´v2{4
λ1
λ2
λ3
λ5
λ8
λ4
λ6
λ9λ7
λ10
Figure 1. Given initial data q0pxq which generates scattering
data
 
ρ, tλk, CkuNk“1
(
, then, asymptotically as |t| Ñ 8 inside the
space-time cone Spv1, v2, x1, x2q (shaded on left) the solution qpx, tq
of (2a) approaches an NpIq-soliton qsolpx, tq corresponding to the
discrete spectra in ΛpIq (shaded region on right). The connection
coefficients pCk for qsol are modulated by the soliton-soliton and
soliton-radiation interactions as described in Theorem 1.5.
We will prove:
Theorem 1.5. Suppose that q0 P UN with scattering data
`
ρ, tpλk, CkquNk“1
˘
. Fix
x1, x2, v1, v2 P R with v1 ă v2, let I “ r´v2{4,´v1{4s and ξ “ ´x{p4tq. Denote
by qsolpx, t;DIq the soliton solution of (2a) with modulating reflectionless scattering
data
DI “
!
ρI ” 0, tpλk,xCkquλkPΛpI`q)
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where
xCk “ Ck ź
Re λjPI´ξ,ηzI
ˆ
λk ´ λj
λk ´ λj
˙2
exp
˜
i
π
ż
I
´
ξ,η
log
`
1´ ελ|ρpλq|2˘
λ´ λk dλ
¸
.
Then, as |t| Ñ 8 in the cone Spv1, v2, x1, x2q, we have
(19) qpx, tq “ qsolpx, t;DIq ` t´1{2fpx, tq `O
´
t´3{4
¯
.
Here fpx, tq is given by
(20)
fpx, tq “ 2´1{2
”
A12pξ, ηq
`
N sol11
˘2
eiφpξq ` εξA12pξ, ηq
`
N sol12
˘2
e´iφpξq
ı
φpξq :“ ´4
ÿ
ReλkPI´ξ,ηzI
argpλk ´ ξq
where A12pξ, ηq is given by (47) and N sol :“ N solpξ;x, t|DIq solves RHP 1.2 with
scattering data DI .
Equation (19) expresses soliton resolution in the following sense. First, as de-
scribed below, the function qsolpx, tq is generically asymptotic to a superposition
of one-soliton solutions. Second, the term at order t´1{2 represents a dispersive
contribution; in the no-soliton case, i.e., if v1, v2 are chosen in Theorem 1.5 such
that NpIq “ 0, N sol ” I, and qsol ” 0, using (47), the asymptotic behavior of the
solution reduces to
qpx, tq “ 1a
2|t|
κpξq
ξ
eiα˘pξqeix
2{p4tq¯κpξq log |8t| `O
´
t´3{4
¯
, tÑ ˘8
where
κpsq “ ´ 1
2π
lnp1´ εs|ρpsq|2q,
α˘pξq “ π
4
´ argp´εξρpξqq ˘ argΓpiκpξqq ¯ 2
ż ξ
¯8
log |ξ ´ λ| dκpλq
which agrees with the dispersive asymptotics obtained, for example, in [23].
Kitaev and Vartanian computed similar asymptotics in the no-soliton sector [19]
and the finite-soliton sector [20], making more stringent assumptions on regularity
together with a smallness assumption on the reflection coefficient that we do not
require.
Theorem 1.5 implies, as a special case, the asymptotic separation of the solution
qpx, tq into a sum of one-soliton solutions whenever the λk P Λ` have distinct
real parts. If the initial data q0 generates scattering data tρ, tpλk, CkquNk“1u with
λk “ ηk ` iτk then applying Theorem 1.5 repeatedly to sets Sk each of which
contains a single soliton speed vk “ ´4ηk one finds that the solution of (2a)-(2b)
satisfies
(21) qpx, tq “
Nÿ
k“1
Qsolpx, t;λk, x˘k , ϕ˘k q `O
´
|t|´1{2
¯
tÑ ˘8
where, setting u “ Reλ,
Qsolpx, t;λ, x0, ϕ0q “ Qpx´ x0 ` 4ut, λq
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ˆ exp i
"
4|λ|2t´ 2upx` 4utq ´ ε
4
ż x´x0`4ut
´8
Qpη, λq2dη ´ ϕ0
*
is the form of a general one-soliton solution of (2a). Here ϕ0, x0, and Q are given
as in (95). The asymptotic phases are
x˘k “
1
4τk
log
ˇˇˇˇ
λkC
2
k
4τ2k
ˇˇˇˇ
` 1
2τk
ÿ
λjPΛ`
˘pηk´ηjqą0
log
ˇˇˇˇ
λk ´ λj
λk ´ λj
ˇˇˇˇ
¯
ż ¯8
ηk
κpsq
ps´ ηkq2 ` τ2k
ds(22)
ϕ˘k “ arg piλkCkq `
ÿ
λjPΛ`
˘pηk´ηjqą0
arg
ˆ
λk ´ λj
λk ´ λj
˙
˘ 2
ż ¯8
ηk
ps´ ηkqκpsq
ps´ ηkq2 ` τ2k
ds mod 2π
(23)
so that the total phase shifts of the kth soliton, as it interacts both with the other
solitons and the radiation component, are
x`k ´ x´k “
1
2τk
ÿ
j‰k
sgnpηk ´ ηjq log
ˇˇˇˇ
λk ´ λj
λk ´ λj
ˇˇˇˇ
´
ż 8
´8
sgnps´ ηkqκpsq
ps´ ηkq2 ` τ2k
ds,
ϕ`k ´ ϕ´k “
«ÿ
j‰k
sgnpηk ´ ηjq arg
ˆ
λk ´ λj
λk ´ λj
˙
` 2
ż 8
´8
|s´ ηk|κpsq
ps´ ηkq2 ` τ2k
ds
ff
mod 2π .
In the non-generic case in which two or more λj P Λ` have the same real part one
still observes a form of soliton resolution akin to (21). In this case, the one-solitons
in (21) corresponding to spectral values with the same real part coalesce to form
higher-order solitons called breathers; these breathers are spatially localized and
temporally quasiperiodic when viewed in the moving frame with constant velocity
´4Reλ.
To obtain a similar asymptotic formula for (1a), we use the gauge transformation
(3) to write
upx, tq “ “G´1 ˝Mptq ˝ G‰ pu0qpxq
where Mptq is given by (5). We derive an asymptotic formula for upx, tq in terms
of spectral data for q0 “ Gpu0q in Proposition 4.2, which plays a key result and
introduces some complications in the asymptotic formulas for small ξ. Recall Defi-
nition 1.1, the fact that G maps dense open subsets to dense open sets in H2,2pRq,
and the space-time region defined in (15). If u0 P G´1pUq, then q0 “ Gpu0q has
no spectral singularities and the scattering coefficient α˘ for q0 has at most finitely
many zeros. In what follows, set
(24) usolpx, t;DIq :“ G´1pqsolp¨, t;DIqq.
Theorem 1.6. Suppose that u0 P G´1pUq, let q0 “ Gpu0q, and
Rpq0q “
 
ρ, tpλk, CkquNk“1
(
.
Fix v1, v2, x1, x2 as in Theorem 1.5, let I “ r´v2{4,´v1{4s, ξ “ ´x{p4tq, and
η “ ˘1 for ˘t ą 0. Fix M ą 0. The solution upx, tq of (1a) has the following
asymptotics as |t| Ñ 8 in the cone Spv1, v2, x1, x2q.
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(i) For |ξ| ěMt´1{8,
upx, tq “ usolpx, t;DIqeiα0pξ,ηq
”
1` t´1{2gpx, tq
ı
`O
´
t´3{4
¯
(ii) For |ξ| ďMt´1{8,
upx, tq “ usolpx, t;DIqeiα0pξ,ηqF pξ, t, ηq
”
1` t´1{2rgpx, tqı`O ´t´3{4¯ .
In the above formulas, denoting N sol :“ N solpξ1;x, t|DIq,
α0pξ, ηq “ ´2
ż
I
´
ξ,η
κpλq
λ
dλ` 4
ÿ
ReλkPI´ξ,ηzI
argλk,
gpx, tq “ fpx, tq
qsolpx, t;DIq ` 2
1{2εRe
”
A12pξ, ηqN sol11 N sol12 eiφpξq
ı
,
rgpx, tq “ gpx, tq
` p1´Gpξ, t, ηqqA12pξ, ηq exp
¨˚
˝4i ÿ
ReλkPI´ξ,ηzI
argλk
‹˛‚ż 8
x
usolpy, t;DIqdy,
where φpξq is given by (20) and, setting p “ eipi{4|8tξ2|1{2,
F pξ, t, ηq “
”
ep
2{4p´iηκpξqDiηκpξqppq
ı´2
, Gpξ, t, ηq “ pDiηκpξq´1ppq
Diηκpξqppq
.
and Dapzq denote the parabolic cylinder functions whose properties are given in
[10].
Remark 1.7. The presence of the phase eiα0pξ,ηq in the above formulas represents
the mismatch in the phase of upx, tq “ G´1pqq and usolpx, t;DIq as defined in (24)
caused by the cumulative interaction of usolpy, t;DIq with the radiation and soliton
components of the full system which are traveling faster than our chosen reference
frame S. Because the velocities are proportional to ´Reλ (recall that v “ ´4Reλk
for solitons), faster velocities correspond to the part of the spectrum I´ξ,η which lies
to the left (resp. right) of ξ as tÑ8 (resp. tÑ ´8).
An important consequence of our analysis is that it provides a proof of asymptotic
stability of N-soliton solutions. Until now, the only known result about stability of
DNLS soliton is due to Colin and Ohta [3] who proved orbital stability of 1-soliton
solutions in H1. Our result gives a detailed description of the long-time behavior
of perturbed N -solitons in the form of the sum of N 1-soliton solutions with pa-
rameters close to those of the unperturbed N -soliton. It is obtained by combining
the Lipschitz continuity of the forward and inverse scattering maps described by
Theorems 1.3 and 1.8 of Paper III with the long time result of Theorem 1.5.
Theorem 1.8. Given an N -soliton qsolpx, t;Dsolq solution of (2a) with initial data
in UN such that Reλk ‰ Reλj, j ‰ k, with scattering data Dsol “ t0, tλsolk , Csolk uNk“1u,
there exist positive constants η0 “ η0pqsolq, T “ T pqsolq, and K “ Kpqsolq such that
any initial data q0 P H2,2pRq with
η1 :“ }q0 ´ qsolp ¨ , 0;Dsolq}H2,2pRq ď η0
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also lies in UN , with scattering data D “ Rpq0q “ tρ, tλk, CkuNk“1u satisfying
(25) }ρ}H2,2pRq `
Nÿ
k“1
|λk ´ λsolk | ` |Ck ´ Csolk | ď Kη1
and the solution of the Cauchy problem (2a)-(2b) asymptotically separates into a
sum of N 1-solitons
sup
xPR
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ qpx, tq ´ Nÿ
k“1
Qsolpx, t;λk, x˘k , α˘k q
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď Kη1|t|´1{2, |t| ą T
where the 1-solitons Qsol are given by (21)-(23).
To state the corresponding result for (1a) let usolpx, t;Dsolq denote the N -soliton
solution of (1a) such that R pGpusolqq “ Dsol :“
 
0, tpλsolk , Csolk quNk“1
(
, i.e.
G
`
usolp¨, t;Dsolq
˘ “ qsolpx, t;Dsolq,
and similarly let
Usolpx, t;λ, xk , ϕkq :“ G´1 pQsolp¨, t;λ, xk, ϕkqq
be the inverse gauge transformation of the 1-soliton solutions of (2a) defined by
(21)-(23). Then applying (1.6) to the previous result gives
Theorem 1.9. Given an N -soliton of (1a) usolpx, t;Dsolq P G´1pUN q as defined
above with Reλk ‰ Reλj , j ‰ k there exist positive constants η0 “ η0pqsolq, T “
T pqsolq, and K “ Kpqsolq such that any initial data u0 P H2,2pRq with
η1 :“ }u0 ´ usolp ¨ , 0;Dsolq}H2,2pRq ď η0
also lies in G´1pUN q with scattering data D :“ RpGpu0qq “ tρ, tλk, CkuNk“1u satis-
fying (25). Moreover the solution of the Cauchy problem (1a)-(1b) asymptotically
separates into a sum of N 1-solitons
sup
xPR
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇupx, tq ´ Nÿ
k“1
Usolpx, t;λk, x˘k , ϕ˘k qeiα0pReλk,˘q
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď Kη1|t|´1{2, |t| ą T
where the phase corrections α0pξ, ηq are defined in Theorem 1.6.
Remark 1.10. In both of the above theorems, the condition that the discrete spec-
tral points have distinct real parts is generic are made so that the stability is easier
to state. If one considers multi-solitons with spectral points with equal real part
(breathers) then the above results still hold for (generic) perturbations which sep-
arate the real parts, but the time scale on which the solitons separate will depend
upon the particular perturbation.
We close this introduction by sketching the content of this paper. The proofs of
Theorems 1.5 and 1.6 are given in Sections 2, 3, and 4, using the steepest descent
method of Deift and Zhou [7], the later approach of McLaughlin-Miller [24] and
Dieng-McLaughlin [9], and the recent work of Borghese, Jenkins and McLaughlin
[1] on the focusing cubic NLS which shows how to treat a problem with discrete as
well as continuous spectral data. Following [1], we reduce RHP 1.2 to an ‘outer’
model which describes the asymptotic behavior of solitons, and an ‘inner’ model
which computes the contributions due to the interactions of solitons and radiation.
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In Section 2, we begin with the row-vector valued function solution of RHP 1.4
and deform it to an RHP on a new contour Σp2q whose jump matrices approach
the identity exponentially fast away from the critical point ξ (see Fig. 3). In
Section 2.1, we conjugate the row-vector RHP for n “ pn1, n2q, by defining a new
unknown np1q “ nδ´σ3 , where δ is the unique function satisfying Lemma 2.1. The
new unknown np1q is amenable to lensing, i.e., deforming the contour R about the
critical point ξ so that the jump matrix of the deformed Riemann-Hilbert problem
approaches the identity exponentially fast away from the critical point ξ. In order
to deform the contour, we extend the scattering data in the jump matrix of RHP
2.2 into the complex plane to define a new unknown np2q (see eq. (32)). The new
unknown solves a mixed B-Riemann-Hilbert problem, B/Riemann-Hilbert Problem
1, described in Section 2.2). The extension introduces non-analyticity of np2q which
is solved away at a later step. The solution np2q coincides with np1q in the sectors
Ω2 and Ω5 (see figure 3) and is piecewise analytic in the sectors Ω1–Ω6 with no
jumps across the real axis.
In Section 3, we construct a solution NRHP of RHP 3.1, determined by the as-
ymptotic and jump conditions in B/Riemann-Hilbert Problem 1. Thus the function
np3q “ np2q `NRHP˘´1
obeys a pure B-problem, B-Problem 3.2. Because the original RHP contains both
‘continuous’ and ‘discrete’ data, the solution NRHP consists of an ‘outer’ model
for the soliton components (see Section 3.1, RHP 3.5 and Proposition 3.6) and
an ‘inner’ model for the stationary phase point (see Section 3.2, RHP 3.8 and
Proposition 3.11). The outer and inner models are used to build a parametrix
for RHP 3.1 in Section 3.3. The ‘gluing’ of parametrices is carried out by solving
a small-norm Riemann-Hilbert problem, Riemann-Hilbert Problem 3.14. The B
problem for np3q is solved in Section 3.4 and is shown to have asymptotic behavior
np3qpzq “ I `O
´
t´3{4
¯
, I “
ˆ
1 0
0 1
˙
.
Thus, (suppressing the px, tq dependence for brevity)
npzq “ np3qpzqNRHPpzqRp2qpzq´1δpzqσ3 .
The leading contribution to qpx, tq in (14) comes from the explicitly computable
model factor NRHP owing to the asymptotics of np3q, the fact that Rp2q is the
identity in sectors Ω2 and Ω5 (and we can take z Ñ 8 in either sector), and the
diagonal matrix δ´σ3 does not change n2 at order O p1{zq.
With the solution of RHP 1.2 in hand, we give the proof of Theorems 1.5 and
1.6 in Sections 4.1 and 4.2, respectively. To prove Theorem 1.6, we establish an
asymptotic formula for the phase factor in the gauge transformation (3) in terms
of spectral data, Proposition 4.2. This in turn relies on a weak Plancherel formula,
Lemma A.2, proved in Appendix A. We construct N -soliton solutions qsol for (2a)
in Appendix B.
2. Deformation to a mixed B¯-Riemann-Hilbert Problem
This section is devoted to the two first transformations in the reduction of the
original RHP 1.2 to a model that can be solved explicitly and provides the precise
behavior of the solution of the DNLS equation for long time up to small terms of
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order Op|t|´3{4q. We present the analysis for t ą 0 and t ă 0 simultaneously by
introducing the parameter η “ sgnptq.
The first step is the conjugation of the solution of RHP 1.2 by a scalar function
δ defined in (26), which is itself the solution of a scalar RHP (Section 2.1). This
operation is standard and its effect is described in detail in [8], see also [1] and
Paper 2. The second step (Section 2.2) is the deformation of contours from the
real axis to the contour Σp2q shown in Figure 3. Our presentation follows Paper 2
with the addition of the treatment of the discrete data associated to the residue
conditions [1].
2.1. Conjugation. The long-time asymptotic analysis of RHP 1.2 is determined
by the growth and decay of the exponential function e2itθ appearing in both the
jump relation (Problem 1.2(iii)) and the residue conditions (Problem 1.2(iv)). Let
ξ “ ´ x
2t
be the (unique) critical point of the phase θ defined in (13). For |t| " 1,
|e2itθ| ! 1 whenever ηRepλ´ ξq ă ´c ă 0, and |e2itθ| " 1 whenever ηRepλ ´ ξq ą
c ą 0. RHP 1.2 is formulated from the scattering data in such a way that its
solution has identity asymptotics as xÑ `8 with t fixed. We are interested in the
behavior of solutions when |t| Ñ 8 with x{t fixed in some interval. It is necessary
to renormalize the RHP so that it is well behaved as tÑ8 with x{t in the interval
of interest.
e2itθ " 1
e2itθ " 1
e2itθ ! 1
e2itθ ! 1
η “ `1
I`ξ,ηI
´
ξ,η
ξ
e2itθ ! 1
e2itθ ! 1
e2itθ " 1
e2itθ " 1
η “ ´1
I`ξ,η I
´
ξ,η
ξ
Figure 2. The regions of growth and decay of the exponential
factor e2itθ in the λ-plane for either sign of η “ sgn t.
Orient the intervals I˘ξ,η from left-to-right, see (18) and Figure 2. Note that if the
sign of t, and thus η, is changed with ξ held fixed, the effect is simply to exchange
intervals I˘ξ,η. Let
(26) δpλq “ δpλ, ξ, ηq :“ exp
˜
i
ż
I
´
ξ,η
κpzq
z ´ λdz
¸
, κpzq “ ´ 1
2π
logp1 ´ εz|ρpzq|2q.
Lemma 2.1. The function δpλq defined by (26) has the following properties:
(i) δ is meromorphic in CzI´ξ,η.
(ii) For λ P CzI´ξ,η, δpλqδpλq “ 1. Moreover, e´}κ}8{2 ď |δpλq| ď e}κ}8{2 .
(iii) For λ P I´ξ,η, δ’s boundary values δ˘, as λ approaches the real axis from
above and below, satisfy
(27) δ`pλq{δ´pλq “ 1´ ελ|ρpλq|2.
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(iv) As |λ| Ñ 8 with | argpηλq| ‰ π,
(28) δpλq “ 1` δ1
λ
`O `λ´2˘ , δ1 “ ´i ż
I
´
ξ,η
κpzqdz.
(v) As λÑ ξ along any ray ξ ` eiφR` with | argpηpλ´ ξqq| ă πˇˇˇ
δpλ, ξ, ηq ´ δ0pξ, ηqpηpλ ´ ξqqiηκpξq
ˇˇˇ
Àρ,φ ´|λ´ ξ| log |λ´ ξ|.
The implied constant depends on ρ through its H2,2pRq-norm and is inde-
pendent of ξ. Here δ0pξ, ηq “ exppiβpξ, ξqq is a complex unit with
βpz, ξq “ ´ηκpξq logpηpz ´ ξ ` 1qq `
ż
I
´
ξ,η
κpsq ´ χpsqκpξq
s´ z ds,
and χpsq is the characteristic function of the interval ηξ ´ 1 ă ηs ă ηξ.
In all of the above formulas, we choose the principal branch of power and
logarithm functions.
Proof. Parts piq–piiiq are elementary consequences of the definition (26) and the
Sokhotski-Plemelj formula. For part pivq, one geometrically expands the factor
pz ´ λq´1 for large λ, and uses the estimate }κ}L1pRq À }ρ}H2,2pRq to bound the
remainder in the integral term for λ bounded away from the contour of integration.
The proof of part pvq can be found in Appendix A of [23]. 
We now define a new unknown function np1q using the function δpλq:
(29) np1qpλq “ npλqδpλq´σ3 .
We claim that np1q satisfies the following RHP.
Riemann-Hilbert Problem 2.2. Find an analytic row vector-valued function
np1q : CzpRY Λq Ñ C2 with the following properties:
(i) np1qpλq “ p1, 0q `O `λ´1˘ as λÑ8.
(ii) For λ P R, the boundary values np1q˘ satisfy the jump relation np1q` pλq “
n
p1q
´ pλqvp1qpλq where
(30) vp1qpλq “
$’’’’&’’’’%
˜
1 ρpλqδpλq2e2itθ
0 1
¸˜
1 0
´ελρ¯pλqδpλq´2e´2itθ 1
¸
λ P I`ξ,η,˜
1 0
´ελρ¯pλqδ´pλq´2
1´ελ|ρpλq|2 e
´2itθ 1
¸˜
1
ρpλqδ`pλq2
1´ελ|ρpλq|2 e
2itθ
0 1
¸
λ P I´ξ,η.
(iii) np1qpλq has simple poles at each p P Λ:
Resλ“p np1qpλq “ lim
λÑp
np1qpλqvp1qppq,
where for each λk P Λ`
(31) vp1qpλkq “
ˆ
0 0
λkCkδpλkq´2e´2itθ 0
˙
, vp1qpλ¯kq “
ˆ
0 εCkδpλkq2e2itθ
0 0
˙
.
Proposition 2.3. Suppose that n satisfies RHP 1.4. Then np1q defined by (29)
satisfies RHP 2.2.
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Proof. The fact that np1q is analytic in CzpRYΛq, and approaches p1, 0q as λÑ 8
follows directly from its definition, Lemma 2.1, and the analytic properties of n.
The relation vp1qpλq “ δσ3´ pλq
“
eitθ adσ3vpλq‰ δσ3` pλq, the standard factorizations of
v
v “
ˆ
1 ρ
0 1
˙ˆ
1 0
´ελρ 1
˙
“
ˆ
1 0
´ελρ
1´ελ|ρ|2 1
˙ˆ
1´ ελ|ρ|2 0
0 p1´ ελ|ρ|2q´1
˙ˆ
1 ρ
1´ελ|ρ|2
0 1
˙
,
and the jump relation (27) satisfied by δpzq on I´ξ,η allow us to write vp1q as in (30).
Concerning the residues (31), as δpλq is analytic near each p P Λ,
Resλ“p np1q “ lim
λÑp
npλqvppqδppq´σ3 “ lim
λÑp
np1qpλqδppqσ3vppqδppq´σ3
“ lim
λÑp
np1qpλqvp1qppq
with vp1q defined in (31). 
2.2. B-extensions of jump factorization. We now introduce a transformation
which uses the factorization (30) to deform the jump matrix vp1q, replacing it with
new jumps along contours in the complex plane which are near identity. Let
Σp2q “ Σ1 Y Σ2 Y Σ3 Y Σ4
Σk “ ξ ` e ipi4 p2`p2k´3qηq R`, k “ 1, 2, 3, 4,
with each ray oriented with increasing (resp. decreasing) real part for η “ `1
(resp. η “ ´1). The function e2itθ is exponentially increasing along Σ1 and Σ3 and
decreasing along Σ2 and Σ4, while the reverse is true of e
´2itθ. Let Ωk, k “ 1, . . . , 6,
denote the six connected components of Cz
´
R
Ť4
k“1 Σk
¯
, starting with sector Ω1
between I`ξ,η and Σ1 and numbered consecutively continuing counterclockwise (resp.
clockwise) if η “ `1 (resp. η “ ´1) as shown in Figure 3.
In order to deform the contour R to the contour Σp2q, we introduce a new un-
known np2q
np2qpλq “ np1qpλqRp2qpλq.(32)
In each of the sectors Ωk, k “ 1, 3, 4, 6, which meet the real axis, the condition
that np2q has no jump on the real axis determines the boundary values of Rp2q
through the factorization of vp1q in (30). These factorizations involve the reflection
coefficient ρ which does not extend analytically to the complex plane. To extend
Rp2q off the real axis, we use the method of [1, 4, 9] which introduces non-analytic
extensions. The new unknown np2q will satisfy a mixed B-RHP. The only condition
on the extension is that we have some mild control on BRp2q sufficient to ensure
that the B-contribution to the long-time asymptotics of qpx, tq is negligible. This
is the content of Lemma 2.4 below. We have considerable freedom in choosing
the extension. We use this freedom to ensure that: 1q the new jumps on Σp2q
match a well known model RHP; 2q in a small neighborhood of each pole in Λ,
Rp2qpλq “ I—this ensures that the residues are unaffected by the transformation.
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Σ1Σ2
Σ3 Σ4
ξ
η “ `1
Ω1
Ω2
Ω3
Ω4
Ω5
Ω6
ˆ
1 0
´R1e´2itθ 1
˙ˆ
1 ´R3e2itθ
0 1
˙
ˆ
1 0
R4e
´2itθ 1
˙ ˆ
1 R6e
2itθ
0 1
˙
ˆ
1 0
0 1
˙
ˆ
1 0
0 1
˙
Σ2Σ1
Σ4 Σ3
ξ
η “ ´1
Ω3
Ω2
Ω1
Ω6
Ω5
Ω4
ˆ
1 ´R3e2itθ
0 1
˙ˆ
1 0
´R1e´2itθ 1
˙
ˆ
1 R6e
2itθ
0 1
˙ ˆ
1 0
R4e
´2itθ 1
˙
ˆ
1 0
0 1
˙
ˆ
1 0
0 1
˙
Figure 3. Depicted here are the contour Σp2q “ Ť4k“1Σk and re-
gions Ωk k “ 1, . . . , 6 defining the transformation np2q “ np1qRp2q.
The labeling of the regions depends on η. The non-analytic matrix
Rp2q is given in each region Ωk. The support of the B¯-derivatives,
W p2q “ BRp2q is shaded in gray.
We choose Rp2q as shown in Figure 3, where the functions R1, R3, R4, R6 satisfy
R1pλq “
#´ελρpλqδpλq´2 λ P I`ξ,η
´εξρpξqδ0pξ, ηq´2pη ¨ pλ´ ξqq´2iηκpξqp1´ χΛpλqq λ P Σ1
(33a)
R3pλq “
$’’&’%
ρpλq
1´ ελ|ρpzq|2 δ`pλq
2 λ P I´ξ,η
ρpξq
1´ ελ|ρpξq|2 δ0pξ, ηq
2pη ¨ pλ ´ ξqq2iηκpξqp1´ χ
Λ
pλqq λ P Σ2
(33b)
R4pλq “
$’’&’’’%
´ελρpλq
1´ ελ|ρpλq|2 δ´pλq
´2 λ P I´ξ,η
´εξρpξq
1´ εξ|ρpξq|2 δ0pξ, ηq
´2pη ¨ pλ´ ξqq´2iηκpξqp1´ χ
Λ
pλqq λ P Σ3
(33c)
R6pλq “
#
ρpλqδpλq2 λ P I`ξ,η
ρpξqδ0pξ, ηq2pη ¨ pλ´ ξqq2iηκpξqp1´ χΛpλqq λ P Σ4.
(33d)
Here χ
Λ
is a C80 pC, r0, 1sq cutoff function supported on a neighborhood of each
point of the discrete spectrum such that
χ
Λ
pλq “
#
1 distpλ,Λq ă dΛ{3
0 distpλ,Λq ą 2dΛ{3
where dΛ, defined by (11), is sufficiently small to ensure that the disks of support
intersect neither each other nor the real axis.
The following lemma and its proof are almost identical to [9, Proposition 2.1]
or [23, Lemma 4.1]. It establishes the existence of the functions Rk above and
gives estimates that are needed to control the contribution of the solution of the B-
problem (Section 3.4) to the large time behavior of qpx, tq. To state it, we introduce
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the factors
p1pλq “ ´ερpλq , p3pλq “ ρpλq
1´ ελ|ρpλq|2 ,
p6pλq “ ρpλq , p4pλq “ ´ερpλq
1´ ελ|ρpλq|2 .
We let
Pkpλq “ λmkp1kpReλq
where mk “ 1 for k “ 1, 4 and mk “ 0 for k “ 3, 6.
Lemma 2.4. Suppose that ρ P H2,2pRq and that c :“ infλPRp1 ´ ελ|ρpλq|2q ą 0
strictly. Then there exist functions Rk on Ωk, k “ 1, 3, 4, 6 satisfying (33), such
that ˇˇBRk ˇˇ À #ˇˇBχΛpλqˇˇ` |Pkpλq| ´ log |λ´ ξ| λ P Ωk, |λ´ ξ| ď 1ˇˇBχ
Λ
pλqˇˇ` |Pkpλq| ` |λ´ ξ|´1 λ P Ωk, |λ´ ξ| ą 1
and
BRkpλq ” 0 if λ P Ω2 Y Ω5 or distpλ,Λq ď dΛ{3
BRkpλq “ O pλq as λÑ 0 P Ω1 Y Ω4
Here the implied constants are uniform for ξ P R and ρ in a fixed bounded subset
of H2,2pRq with 1´ ελ|ρpλq|2 ě c ą 0 for a fixed constant c.
This lemma has the following immediate corollary:
Corollary 2.5. Let λ´ ξ “ u ` iv with u, v P R. Then under the assumptions of
Lemma 2.4 for k “ 1, 3, 4, 6, and λ P Ωk, we have
ˇˇˇ
BRp2qpλ; ξq
ˇˇˇ
À
$’’&’’%
`ˇˇBχ
Λ
pλqˇˇ ` |Pkpλq| ´ log |z ´ ξ|˘ e´8t|u||v| |λ´ ξ| ď 1´ˇˇBχ
Λ
pλqˇˇ` |Pkpλq| `1` |λ´ ξ|2˘´1{2¯ e´8t|u||v| |λ´ ξ| ą 1,
and
BRp2qpλ, ξq ” 0 if λ P Ω2 Y Ω5 or distpλ,Λq ď dΛ{3,
BRp2qpλ, ξq “ O pλq as λÑ 0 P Ω1 Y Ω4.
Here mk is as defined in Lemma 2.4, and all the implied constants are uniform for
ξ P R and |t| ą 1.
Remark 2.6. The estimates of the B-derivatives at the origin appearing above are
used later in the proof of Proposition 3.19 which is needed to compute an asymptotic
expansion of the inverse gauge transform upx, tq “ G´1pqqpx, tq.
Proof of Lemma 2.4. We give the construction for R1. Define f1pλq on Ω1 by
f1pλq “ ξp1pξqδ0pξ, ηq´2pη ¨ pλ´ ξqq´2iηκpξqσ3δpλq2
and let
R1pλq “ rf1pλq ` pλp1pReλq ´ f1pλqq η cosp2φqs δpλq´2p1 ´ χΛpλqq,
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where φ “ argpλ ´ ξq. It is easy to see that R1, as constructed, satisfies the
boundary conditions in (33a) and that BR1pλq “ 0 for distpλ,Λq ă dΛ{3. Writing
λ´ ξ “ reiφ we have
B “ 1
2
ˆ B
BReλ ` i
B
B Imλ
˙
“ e
iφ
2
ˆ B
Br `
i
r
B
Bφ
˙
,
and
BR1pλq “ ´ rf1pλq ` η pλp1pReλq ´ f1pλqq cosp2φqs δpλq´2BχΛpλq
` η
„
λ
2
p11pReλq cosp2φq ´
ieiφ
|z ´ ξ| pp1pReλq ´ f1pλqq sinp2φq

ˆ δ´2pλqp1 ´ χ
Λ
pλqq.
Clearly, BR1pλq “ O pλq as λÑ 0; it follows from Lemma 2.1, (i) and (v) that
ˇˇBR1 ˇˇ Àρ #|BχΛpλq| ` |λp11pReλq| ` log |λ´ ξ|´1, |z ´ ξ| ď 1|Bχ
Λ
pλq| ` |λp11pReλq| ` |λ´ ξ|´1, |z ´ ξ| ą 1
where the implied constants depend on infRp1´ ελ|ρpλq|2q, }ρ}H2,2pRq, and Λ. The
constructions of R3, R4 and R6 are similar. 
The new unknown np2q satisfies a mixed B-RHP. We compute the new jumps on
Σp2q using the formula
vp2q “ np1q´
´1
n
p1q
` “
´
R
p2q
´
¯´1
vp1qRp2q`
where the subscripts `{´ refer to the left/right side of the contour with respect
to its orientation. Away from Σp2q, remembering that np1q is analytic in CzpRYΛq,
we have
Bnp2q “ np1qBRp2q “ np2q
´
Rp2q
¯´1
BRp2q “ np2qBRp2q.
where the last step follows from the nilpotency of BRp2q.
B/Riemann-Hilbert Problem 1. Find a row vector valued-function
np2q : CzpΣp2q Y Λq Ñ C2
with the following properties:
(i) np2qpλq has sectionally continuous first partial derivatives in CzpΣp2q Y Λq
and continuous boundary values n
p2q
˘ pλq on Σp2q.
(ii) np2qpλq “ p1, 0q `O `λ´1˘ as λÑ8.
(iii) For λ P Σp2q, the boundary values satisfy the jump relation
n
p2q
` pλq “ np2q´ pλqvp2qpλq,
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where
(34)
vp2qpλq “ I ` p1´ χ
Λ
pλqqhpλq,
hpλq “
$’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’%
˜
0 0
´εξρ¯pξqδ0pξ, ηq´2pη ¨ pλ´ ξqq´2iηκpξqe2itθ 0
¸
λ P Σ1
˜
0 ρpξqδ0pξ,ηq
2
1´εξ|ρpξq|2 pη ¨ pλ´ ξqq2iηκpξqe´2itθ
0 0
¸
λ P Σ2
˜
0 0
´εξρ¯pξqδ´2
0
pξ,ηq
1´εξ|ρpξq|2 pη ¨ pλ ´ ξqq´2iηκpξqe2itθ 0
¸
λ P Σ3
˜
0 ρpξqδ0pξ, ηq2pη ¨ pλ ´ ξqq2iηκpξqe´2itθ
0 0
¸
λ P Σ4.
(iv) For λ P CzΣp2q we have
Bnp2qpλq “ np2qpλqBRp2qpλq
where
BRp2qpλq “
$’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’%
˜
0 0
´BR1pλqe´2itθ 0
¸
λ P Ω1˜
0 ´BR3pλqe2itθ
0 0
¸
λ P Ω3˜
0 0
BR4pλqe´2itθ 0
¸
λ P Ω4˜
0 BR6pλqe2itθ
0 0
¸
λ P Ω6
0 elsewhere.
(v) np2qpλq has simple poles at each point p P Λ.
(35) resλ“p np2qpλq “ lim
λÑp
np2qpλqvp1qppq
where vp1qppq is as given in (31).
3. Decomposition into a RH model problem and a pure B-problem
The next step in our analysis is to construct the solution N rhp of a matrix-valued
Riemann-Hilbert problem such that the transformation
(36) np3qpλq “ np2qpλqpN rhppλqq´1
results in a pure B-problem, i.e., the new unknown np3q is continuous; it has no
jumps or poles. We arrive at the problem for N rhp by essentially ignoring the B
component of B/Riemann-Hilbert Problem 1.
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Riemann-Hilbert Problem 3.1. Find a 2 ˆ 2 matrix valued function N rhp :
CzpΣp2q Y Λq Ñ SL2pCq with the following properties:
(i) N rhp satisfies the symmetry relations N rhp22 pλq “ N rhp11 pλq and N rhp21 pλq “
ελN rhp12 pλq.
(ii) N rhppλq “ p 1 0α 1 q `O
`
λ´1
˘
as λÑ8, for a constant α determined by the
symmetry condition above.
(iii) For λ P Σp2q, the boundary values satisfy the jump relation N rhp` pλq “
N rhp´ pλqvp2qpλq, where vp2q is given by (34).
(iv) N rhppλq has simple poles at each p P Λ with
resλ“pN rhppλq “ lim
λÑp
N rhppλqvprhpqppq.
For each λk P Λ`
(37)
vprhpqpλkq “
ˆ
0 0
λkCkδ
´2pλkqe´2itθ 0
˙
,
vprhpqpλkq “
ˆ
0 εCkδ
2pλkqe2itθ
0 0
˙
.
The next step will be solving the following B-problem.
B-Problem 3.2. Given x, t P R and ρ P H2,2pRq with infRp1´ ελ|ρpλq|2q ą 0, find
a continuous, row vector-valued function np3qpλq with the following properties:
(i) np3qpλq Ñ `1 0˘ as |λ| Ñ 8.
(ii) Bnp3qpλq “ np3qpλqW p3qpλq, where
(38) W p3qpλq “ N rhppλqBRp2qpλq pN rhppλqq´1 .
Lemma 3.3. Suppose that np2q solves B-RHP 1. Given a solution N rhp of RHP 3.1,
the function np3q defined by (36) satisfies B-Problem 3.2 above.
Proof. Given solutions np2q and N rhp of B-RHP 1 and RHP 3.1 respectively, the
normalization condition for np3q is immediate. As N rhp is holomorphic in CzΣp2q,
the B-derivative of np3q satisfies
Bnp3q “ Bnp2q pN rhpq´1 “
”
np2qB¯Rp2q
ı
pN rhpq´1 “ np3q
”
N rhpB¯Rp2q pN rhpq´1
ı
.
For λ P Σp2q the computation
n
p3q
` pλq “ np3q´ pλqN rhp´ pλqvp2qpλq
`
N rhp` pλq
˘´1
“ np3q´ pλqN rhp´ pλqvp2qpλq
”
vp2qpλq´1 `N rhp´ pλq˘´1ı “ np3q´ pλq
shows that np3q has no jumps and is everywhere continuous. Another direct calcu-
lation shows that np3q has removable singularities at each pole in Λ: for instance if
p P Λ and vp1qppq is the nilpotent residue matrix in (31) then using (35) and (37)
we have the Laurent expansions in z “ λ´ p
np2qpλq “ appq
„
vp1qppq
z
` I

`O pzq N rhppλq “ Appq
„
vp1qppq
z
` I

`O pzq
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where appq and Appq are the constant row vector and matrix in their respective
expansions. As N rhp P SL2pCq, pN rhpq´1 “ σ2pN rhpq⊺σ2, and it follows that
np3qpλq “ np2qpλqN rhppλq´1
“
"
appq
„
vp1qppq
z
` I

`O pzq
*"„´vp1qppq
z
` I

σ2Appq⊺σ2 `O pzq
*
“ O p1q ,
where the last equality follows from the fact that vp1qppq2 “ 0. 
The remainder of this section is dedicated to proving the following proposition
Proposition 3.4. Given ρ P H2,2pRq with c :“ infλPRp1 ´ ελ|ρpλq|2q ą 0 strictly,
then there exists T ą 0 such that for |t| ą T , there exists a unique solution N rhppλq
of RHP 3.1 satisfying
}N rhppλq}
L8pCzBΛq À 1
where BΛ is any open neighborhood of Λ and the implied constants are uniform in
x and |t| ą T ; they depend on BΛ and ρ.
To prove the existence of N rhp, we will first construct two explicit models: one
which exactly solves the pure soliton problem obtained by ignoring the jump condi-
tions, and a second which uses parabolic cylinder functions to build a matrix whose
jumps exactly match those of np2q in a neighborhood of the critical point ξ. Using
our models we prove that N rhp exists and extract its behavior for large t.
3.1. The outer model: the soliton component. The matrix N rhp is meromor-
phic away from the contour Σp2q on which its boundary values satisfy the jump
relation N rhp` pλq “ N rhp´ pλqvp2qpλq. It is clear from (34) that
(39)
ˇˇˇ
vp2qpλq ´ I
ˇˇˇ
À e´2
?
2t|λ´ξ|2 ,
where the implied constant depends upon dΛ and infλPRp1´ ελ|ρpλq|2q. It follows
that outside a fixed neighborhood of ξ we introduce only exponentially small error
(in t) by completely ignoring the jump condition on N rhp. This results in the
following outer model problem
Riemann-Hilbert Problem 3.5. For any fixed x, t P R, find an analytic function
N out : pCzΛq Ñ SL2pCq such that
(i) N out satisfies the symmetry relations N out22 pλq “ N out11 pλq and N out21 pλq “
ελN out12 pλq.
(ii) N outpλq “ p 1 0α 1 q ` O
`
λ´1
˘
as λ Ñ 8, where α is determined via the
symmetry condition.
(iii) N out has a simple pole at each point in Λ satisfying the residue relations
in (37) with N out replacing N rhp.
The essential fact we need concerning N out is as follows.
Proposition 3.6. The unique solution N out of RHP 3.5 is given by
N outpλq “ N solpλ |Dξq,
where N sol is the solution of RHP 1.2 corresponding to the reflectionless scattering
data Dξ “ tpλk,ĂCkquNk“1 generated by the N -soliton solution qsolpx, t;Dξq of (2a).
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Here, tλkuNk“1 are the points generated by our original initial data (2b) and the
modified connection coefficients are given by
ĂCk “ Ck exp˜ i
π
ż
I
´
ξ,η
logp1´ εz|ρpzq|2q dz
z ´ λk
¸
.
As λÑ 8, N out admits the expansion
N outpλq “
ˆ
1 0
´ εqsolpx,t;Dξq
2i
1
˙
` N
out
1
λ
`O
ˆ
1
λ2
˙
,
where
2ipN out1 q12 “ qsolpx, t;Dξq.
Proof. Using formula (26) for δpλq, RHP 3.5 is identical to Problem B.1 with
D “ Dξ and ∆ “ H. Uniqueness follows from Lemma B.3 in Appendix B. The
expansion for large λ follows from the fact that N out is meromorphic, and the given
off-diagonal coefficients of the leading and first moment terms follow from (14) and
the symmetry condition in RHP 3.5. 
Lemma B.3 of Appendix B provides the following useful facts.
Lemma 3.7. Given ρ P H2,2pRq and tpλk, CkquNk“1 Ă C` ˆ Cˆ for RHP 1.2, the
solution N out of RHP 3.5 satisfies››pN outq˘1››
L8pCzBΛq “ O p1q
where BΛ is any open neighborhood of the points in Λ, and the implied constant is
independent of px, tq P R2 and depends on ρ through its H2,2pRq norm.
The dependency of N out on ρ appears through the modified connection coeffi-
cients defined in Proposition 3.6 above.
3.2. Local model at the stationary phase point. In any neighborhood of
the critical point λ “ ξ the bound (39) does not give a uniformly small estimate
of the difference vp2q ´ I for large times. It follows that our outer model, which
replaced vp2q with identity, is not a good approximation of N rhp in a neighborhood
of ξ. We require a new model, N pc, which is an accurate approximation inside a
small–but fixed with respect to |t|–neighborhood of λ “ ξ. Let
(40) Uξ “ tλ P C : |λ´ ξ| ď dΛ{3u,
where the radius dΛ{3 is chosen such that p1 ´ χΛpλqq ” 1 for λ P Uξ; this has the
effect of making the jump matrix vp2q, (34), constant along Σk X Uξ, k “ 1, . . . , 4.
Define the time-scaled local coordinate
ζpλq “ |8t|1{2pλ ´ ξq.(41)
Under this change of variables we have the identifications
e2itθ “ e´iηζ2{2e4itξ2 , pη ¨ pλ´ ξqq2iηκpξq “ pηζq2iηκpξqe´iηκpξq log |8t|.
Also set,
(42)
rξ :“ ρpξqδ0pξ, ηq2e´iηκpξq log |8t|e4itξ
2
, sξ :“ ´εξrξ
1` rξsξ “ 1´ εξ|ρpξq|2
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Σ1Σ2
Σ3 Σ4
ξ
η “ 1
Ω1
Ω2
Ω3
Ω4
Ω5
Ω6
ˆ
1 0
sξ 1
˙
ˆ
1 rξ
0 1
˙
˜
1
rξ
1` rξsξ
0 1
¸
˜
1 0
sξ
1` rξsξ 1
¸
Σ2Σ1
Σ4 Σ3
ξ
η “ ´1
Ω3
Ω2
Ω1
Ω6
Ω5
Ω4
˜
1
rξ
1` rξsξ
0 1
¸
˜
1 0
sξ
1` rξsξ 1
¸
ˆ
1 0
sξ 1
˙
ˆ
1 rξ
0 1
˙
Figure 4. The system of contours for the local model
problem near λ “ ξ. The model jumps are vpPCq “
pηζqiηκpξqσ3e´iηζ2σ3{4V pηζq´iηκpξqσ3eiηζ2σ3{4 where V is given
above in terms of the local variable ζ defined by (41).
Using the notation just introduced, and extending the constant jumps of vp2q
ˇˇˇ
λPUξ
to infinity along each of the four rays Σk, k “ 1, . . . , 4, (see Figure 4) our local
model N pc satisfies
Riemann-Hilbert Problem 3.8. Find a 2ˆ 2 matrix-valued function N pcpλq “
N pcpλ; ξ, ηq, analytic in CzΣp2q with the following properties:
(i) N pcpλ; ξ, ηq “ I `O `λ´1˘ as |λ| Ñ 8.
(ii) N pcpλ; ξ, ηq has continuous boundary values N pc˘ pλ; ξ, ηq on Σp2q which sat-
isfy the jump relation N pc` “ N pc´ vppcq, where
(43) vppcqpλq “
$’’’’’’’’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’’’’’’’’%
˜
1 0
sξpηζq´2iηκpξqeiηζ2{2 1
¸
λ P Σ1,˜
1
rξ
1`rξsξ pηζq2iηκpξqe´iηζ
2{2
0 1
¸
λ P Σ2,˜
1 0
sξ
1`rξsξ pηζq´2iηκpξqeiηζ
2{2 1
¸
λ P Σ3,˜
1 rξpηζq2iηκpξqe´iηζ2{2
0 1
¸
λ P Σ4.
Remark 3.9. RHP 3.8 does not possess the symmetry condition shared by RHP 3.1
and RHP 3.5. This is because it is a local model and will only be used for bounded
values of λ. The normalization is chosen such that the residual error E defined by
(51) below has a near identity jump on the shared boundary between the local and
outer models.
Remark 3.10. The jump matrices for RHP 3.8 agree identically with those of RHP
3.1, and can be solved by special functions, owing to the special choice of B-extension
of the matrix factors in (33). By making this choice of extension, one insures that
the jumps may be solved exactly ‘locally,’ i.e., in a neighborhood of the critial point,
and produces remainders which can be effectively estimated. Even in the original
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application of the B-method to soliton-free NLS, this method produces an improved
remainder estimate for large-time asymptotics (see [9]).
This type of model problem is typical in integrable systems whenever there is
a phase function, here θ, which has a quadratic critical point along the real line.
The solution in each of these cases is found by a further reduction of RHP 3.8
to a problem with constant jumps (at the price of nontrivial behavior at infinity)
whose solution satisfies a differential equation, which can be solved using parabolic
cylinder functions, Dapzq, whose properties are tabulated in [10, Chapter 12]. The
precise details of the construction for DNLS, which differ only slightly from the
construction for KdV or NLS (see Deift-Zhou [7] and Its [15]) can be found in [23];
here we give only the necessary details.
Proposition 3.11. Fix ξ and let κ “ κpξq be as given in (26). Then for any choice
of constants rξ, sξ in (42) such that 1` rξsξ “ e´2piκ ‰ 0, the solution N pcpλ; ξ, ηq
of RHP 3.8 is given by
N pcpλ; ξ,`q “ F pζpλq; sξ , rξq
N pcpλ; ξ,´q “ σ2F p´ζpλq; rξ , sξqσ2
(44)
where
F pζ; s, rq :“ Φs,rpζqPs,rpζqζ´iκσ3eiζ2σ3{4
Ps,rpζq “
$’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’%
ˆ
1 0
sξ 1
˙
arg ζ P `0, pi
4
˘
,
ˆ
1
rξ
1`rξsξ
0 1
˙
arg ζ P ` 3pi
4
, π
˘
,ˆ
1 ´rξ
0 1
˙
arg ζ P `´pi
4
, 0
˘
,
˜
1 0
´sξ
1`rξsξ 1
¸
arg ζ P `´π,´ 3pi
4
˘
,
I | arg ζ| P `pi
4
, 3pi
4
˘
.
and, writing κ for κpξq,
Φs,rpζq “
˜
e´
3pi
4
κDiκpζe´3ipi{4q ´iβ12e pi4 pκ´iqD´iκ´1pζe´pii{4q
iβ21e
´ 3pi
4
pκ`iqDiκ´1pζe´3ipi{4q epiκ{4D´iκpζe´ipi{4q
¸
for Impζq ą 0, and for Impζq ă 0
Φs,rpζq “
˜
epiκ{4Diκpζepii{4q ´iβ12e´ 3pi4 pκ´iqD´iκ´1pζe3ipi{4q
iβ21e
pi
4
pκ`iqDiκ´1pζepii{4q e´3piκ{4D´iκpζe3ipi{4q
¸
.
Here
β12 :“ β12ps, rq “
?
2πe´piκ{2eipi{4
sΓp´iκq β21 :“ β21ps, rq “
´?2πe´piκ{2e´ipi{4
rΓpiκq .
(45)
As ζ Ñ 8
F pζ; s, rq “ I ` 1
ζ
ˆ
0 ´iβ12ps, rq
iβ21ps, rq 0
˙
`O `ζ´2˘ .
The essential property of N pc that we will need later is the asymptotic expansion
for large ζ. Using (44), we have
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(46) N pcpλ; ξ, ηq “ I ` |8t|
´1{2
λ´ ξ Apξ, ηq `O
`
t´1
˘
, λ P BUξ,
where
(47) Apξ, ηq “
ˆ
0 ´iA12pξ, ηq
iA21pξ, ηq 0
˙
with
A12pξ,`q “ β12psξ, rξq, A21pξ,`q “ β21psξ, rξq
A12pξ,´q “ ´β21prξ, sξq, A21pξ,´q “ ´β12prξ, sξq
satisfies
(48) |A12pξ, ηq|2 “ κpξq
ξ
A21pξ, ηq “ εξA12pξ, ηq
argA12pξ,`q “ π
4
` arg Γpiκpξqq ´ argp´εξρpξqq
` 1
π
ż ξ
´8
log |ξ ´ λ| dλ logp1´ ελ|ρpλq|2q ´ κpξq log |8t| ` 4tξ2
argA12pξ,´q “ π
4
´ arg Γpiκpξqq ´ argp´εξρpξqq
` 1
π
ż 8
ξ
log |ξ ´ λ| dλ logp1´ ελ|ρpλq|2q ` κpξq log |8t| ` 4tξ2.
For η “ `1, the first line of (46) and (48) are proved in [23]; the results for
η “ ´1 then follow from (44). The second equality in (48) is a consequence of the
fact that β12β21 “ κ. Equations (49) follow simply from (45) and (42) where we
use (2.1) and integration by parts to express the integral terms.
Later, we will compute an asymptotic expansion for the solution upx, tq of (1a)-
(1b) via the inverse gauge transformation upx, tq “ G´1pqqpx, tq. This can by com-
puted in terms of 1{rn11p0;x, tqs2, the solution of RHP 1.4 (cf. Proposition 4.2
below and (83) in particular). When ξ is near zero (specifically, when 0 P Uξ) this
computation involves the value of the model problem at λ “ 0, which from (41)
corresponds to ζp0q “ ´|8t|1{2ξ in the model plane. Note that, though (44) is
piecewise defined across the real axis, N pc does not have a jump across the real
axis (cf. (43)); in the formulas below we have chosen the components of Φs,r for
which right multiplication by Ps,rpζq has no effect. The first column N pc1 of N pc
at λ “ 0 is given by:
(50) N pc1 p0; ξ, ηq “ e
piκpξq
4 e2itξ
2´ i
2
ηκpξq log |8tξ2|
ˆ
1 0
0 ´e iηpi4 sgnpξq
˙
ˆ
»– Diηκpξq ´e iηpi4 |8tξ2|1{2¯
iA21pξ, ηqDiηκpξq´1
´
e
iηpi
4 |8tξ2|1{2
¯fifl
Lemma 3.12. Let c1, c2, c3 be strictly positive constants, and suppose that ρ P
H2,2pRq with }ρ}
H2,2pRq ď c1, infλPRp1 ´ ελ|ρpλq|2q ě c2, and |ξ| ă c3. Then as
|t| Ñ 8,
|N pc21 p0; ξ, ηq| À t´1{2,
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where the implied constant is independent of ξ and ρ.
Proof. From (50) and (48) we have, setting p :“ e iηpi4 |8tξ2|1{2,
|N pc21 p0; ξ, ηq| “ e
piκpξq
4
ˇˇ
A21pξ, ηqDiηκpξq´1 ppq
ˇˇ “ ˇˇˇˇκpξq
8tξ
ˇˇˇˇ1{2 ˇˇˇ
e
piκpξq
4 pDiηκpξq´1 ppq
ˇˇˇ
,
Since κpξq{ξ Ñ ε
2pi
|ρp0q|2 as ξ Ñ 0, it is sufficient to show that the last factor
is bounded in p ě 0. For finite p this is trivial, and for large p, the asymptotic
expansion of Dνpzq [10, Eq. 12.9.1] givesˇˇˇ
e
piκpξq
4 pDiηκpξq´1 ppq
ˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇ
e´ip
2{4piηκpξq
“
1`O `p´2˘‰ˇˇˇ “ 1`O `p´2˘ .

We also need the following boundedness property:
Lemma 3.13 (see [23, Appendix D]). Let c1 and c2 be strictly positive constants,
and suppose that ρ P H2,2pRq with }ρ}
H2,2pRq ď c1 and infλPRp1 ´ ελ|ρpλq|2q ě c2.
Then,
}N pcp ¨ ; ξ, ηq}8 À 1
››N pcp ¨ ; ξ, ηq´1››8 À 1,
where the implied constants are uniform in ξ and |t| ą 1 and depends only on c1
and c2.
3.3. Existence theory for the RH model problem. In this section, we prove
that the solution N rhp of our model problem, RHP 3.1 exists, by constructing it
from the outer and local models introduced previously. We will show that for large
times, the error solves a small norm Riemann-Hilbert problem which we can expand
asymptotically.
Write the solution N rhp of RHP 3.1 in the form
(51) N rhppλq “
#
EpλqN outpλq |λ´ ξ| R Uξ
EpλqN outpλqN pcpλq |λ´ ξ| P Uξ
where Uξ is defined in (40), N
out, the solution of RHP 3.5, and N pc, the solution
of RHP 3.8, are both bounded functions of px, tq having determinant equal to 1.
This relation implicitly defines a transformation to a new unknown E which satisfies
a new RH problem. In order to state it let
ΣpEq “ BUξ Y pΣ2zUξq
where the circle BUξ is oriented counterclockwise.
Riemann-Hilbert Problem 3.14. Find a 2ˆ 2 matrix value function E analytic
in CzΣpEq with the following properties:
(i) For λ P CzUξ, E satisfies the symmetry relations E22pλq “ E11pλq and
E21pλq “ ελE12pλq.
(ii) Epλq “ ` 1 0q
E
1
˘`O `λ´1˘ as |λ| Ñ 8, for a constant qE determined by the
symmetry condition above.
(iii) For λ P ΣpEq, the boundary values E˘ satisfy the jump relation E`pλq “
E´pλqvpEqpλq where
(52) vpEqpλq “
#
N outpλqvp2qpλqN outpλq´1 λ P Σ2zUξ
N outpλqN pcpλq´1N outpλq´1 λ P BUξ.
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The jump matrix vpEq is uniformly near identity for large times; it follows from
(39), (46) and Lemma 3.7, thatˇˇˇ
vpEqpλq ´ I
ˇˇˇ
À
#
|t|´1{2 λ P BUξ
e´2
?
2|tpλ´ξq2| λ P Σ2zUξ
(53)
and ›››vpEq ´ I›››
L2,kpRqXL8pRq
À |t|´1{2, k P N.(54)
There is a well known existence and uniqueness theorem for RHPs with near identity
jump matrices [6, 29, 31]. Let CE denote the Cauchy integral operator
CEf “ C´pfpvpEq ´ Iqq,
where C´ is the usual Cauchy projection operator on ΣpEq:
C´fpλq “ lim
λÑΣpEq´
1
2πi
ż
ΣpEq
fpzq
z ´ λdz.
The essential fact needed for the small-norm theory is that CE is a small norm
operator,
(55) }CE}L2pΣpEqqÑL2pΣpEqq “ O
´
}vpEq ´ I}8
¯
“ O
´
|t|´1{2
¯
.
Lemma 3.15. Suppose that ρ P H2,2pRq and c :“ infλPRp1´λ|ρpλq|2q ą 0 strictly.
Then, for sufficiently large times |t| ą 0, there exists a unique solution Epλ;x, tq of
RHP 3.14 with the property that››››E ´ ˆ 1 0qE 1
˙››››
L8pCq
À |t|´1{2.
Moreover, as λÑ8
Epλq “
ˆ
1 0
qE 1
˙
` λ´1E1 `O
`
λ´2
˘
where qE :“ ε pE1q12 and
(56) 2i pE1q12 “
1
|2t|1{2
“
A12pξ, ηqN out11 pξq2 `A21pξ, ηqN out12 pξq2
‰`O `|t|´1˘ ,
Here, N out is the solution of RHP 3.5 described in Lemma 3.6 while A12 and A21
are given by (47)-(49).
Proof. Due to the nonstandard normalization we will construct the solution E row-
by-row. We begin by considering the first row, which we denote e1 “
`
E11 E12
˘
,
which is canonically normalized.
By standard results in the theory of Cauchy integral operators [8], e1 must satisfy
(57) e1pλq “ p1 0q ` 1
2πi
ż
ΣpEq
pp1 0q ` µ1pzqqpvpEqpzq ´ Iq
z ´ λ dz
where µ1 P L2pΣpEqq is the unique row vector solution of
p1´ CE qµ1 “ CE p1 0q
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The existence and uniqueness of µ1 follows immediately from (55) which establishes
the existence of p1 ´ CE q´1, and allows one to construct µ1 by Neumann series,
moreover, we have
(58) }µ1}L2pΣpEqq À
}CE}L2pΣpEqqÑL2pΣpEqq
1´ }CE}L2pΣpEqqÑL2pΣpEqq
À |t|´1{2.
Fix a small constant d and suppose that infzPΣpEq |λ´ z| ą d, then
|e1 ´ p1 0q| ď d
´1
2π
ˆ›››vpEq ´ I›››
L1
` }µ1}L2
›››vpEq ´ I›››
L2
˙
À |t|´1{2.
To get L8 control for λ approaching ΣpEq we observe that the jumps on the contours
ΣpEq are locally analytic, and so the contour ΣpEq can be freely deformed to a new
contour rΣpEq, with different points of self-intersection, by a bounded invertible
transformation e1 ÞÑ re1. The previous argument then goes through to show that
|re1 ´ p1 0q| is bounded on ΣpEq which then gives a similar bound on e1 as the
transformation itself is bounded.
To build the second row e2 “
`
E21 E22
˘
, we begin by using the symmetry
condition to compute qE . Since E21pλq “ ελE12pλq for all large λ, we use (57) and
take the limit as λÑ8 to find
qE “ ε
2πi
˜ż
ΣpEq
rp1 0q ` e1pzqs
”
vpEqz ´ I
ı
2
dz
¸
,
where the subscript 2 on the second factor of the integrand denotes the second
column of the matrix. Finally, using (54) and (58) we have the bound
(59) |qE | À |t|´1{2.
Now that qE is well defined, we construct the second row as
e2pλq “ pqE 1q `
1
2πi
ż
ΣpEq
ppqE 1q ` µ2pzqqpvpEqpzq ´ Iq
z ´ λ dz
where
p1´ CEqµ2 “ CEpqE 1q.
Then repeating the arguments above we have that }µ2}L2ΣpEq À |t|´1{2 and also
that }e2 ´ pqE 1q}L8pCq À |t|´1{2.
Define the matrices E “
ˆ
e1
e2
˙
and µ “
ˆ
µ1
µ2
˙
. Then, for large λ write
E0 “
ˆ
1 0
qE 1
˙
and
Epλq “ E0 ` λ´1E1 ` λ´2Spλq
E1 “ ´1
2πi
ż
ΣpEq
pE0 ` µpzqqpvpEqpzq ´ Iqdz,
Spλq “ λ
2πi
ż
ΣpEq
pE0 ` µpzqqzpvpEqpzq ´ Iq
pz ´ λq dz.
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Using (54) and (58), as λÑ8 the residual S satisfies
|S| À }VE ´ I}L2,2pRq À |t|´1{2,
while using (59) we have
(60)
E1 “ ´ 1
2πi
¿
BUξ
pvpEqpzq ´ Iqdz `O `|t|´1˘
“ |8t|´1{2N outpξqApξ, ηqN outpξq´1 `O `|t|´1˘ .
The last equality in (60) follows from a residue calculation using (46). A direct
calculation using the fact that detN out “ 1 then gives (56). 
Combining Lemmas 3.7, 3.13, and 3.15, it follows from (51) that
Proposition 3.16. Let c1 and c2 be strictly positive constants, and suppose that
ρ P H2,2pRq with }ρ}
H2,2pRq ď c1 and infλPRp1´ ελ|ρpλq|2q ě c2. Then,
}N rhp}8 À 1
››pN rhpq´1››8 À 1,
where the implied constants are uniform in ξ and |t| ą 1 and depend only on c1 and
c2.
When estimating the gauge factor for the solution u of the DNLS equation
(Section 4.2), we need the following result that provides the large-time behavior of
the error term E at z “ 0 :
Proposition 3.17. Suppose that ρ P H2,2pRq and c :“ infλPRp1 ´ ελ|ρpλq|2q ą 0
strictly. Then, as |t| Ñ 8 the unique solution of RHP 3.14 described by Lemma 3.15
satisfies
E11p0q “ 1´ iε|2t|1{2 Re
”
A12N
out
11 pξqN out12 pξq
ı
`O `|t|´1˘(61)
whenever 0 ‰ Uξ; when 0 P Uξ it satisfies
E11p0q “ 1´ iε|8t|1{2
”
2Re
´
A12N
out
11 pξqN out12 pξq
¯
´A12N out12 p0qN out11 p0q
ı
(62)
`O `|t|´1˘
E12p0q “ O
´
|t|´1{2
¯
(63)
where A12 “ A12pξ, ηq.
Proof. Write e1 “ pE11 E12q for the first row of E . Then starting from (57) we use
(52) and (46) together with the bounds (53), (54) and (58) to write
e1p0q “ p1 0q ´ p1 0q|8t|1{22πi
ż
BUξ
N outpzqApξ, ηqN outpzq´1
zpz ´ ξq dz `O
`|t|´1˘ .
A residue calculation, using the symmetry condition of RHP 3.5 and (48) to
simplify the result, completes the proof. 
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3.4. The remaining B problem. We are ready to consider the pure B-Problem 3.2
for np3q. The next proposition describes its large-time asymptotics.
Proposition 3.18. Suppose that ρ P H2,2pRq with c :“ infλPR
`
1´ λ|ρpλq|2˘ ą 0
strictly. Then, for sufficiently large time |t| ą 0, there exists a unique solution
np3qpλ;x, tq for B-Problem 3.2 with the property that
(64) np3qpλ;x, tq “ I ` 1
λ
n
p3q
1 px, tq ` oξ,t
ˆ
1
λ
˙
for λ “ iy with y Ñ `8 where
(65)
ˇˇˇ
n
p3q
1 px, tq
ˇˇˇ
À |t|´3{4
where the implied constant in (65) is independent of ξ and t and uniform for ρ in
a bounded subset of H2,2pRq with infλPRp1 ´ λ|ρpλq|2q ě c ą 0 for a fixed c ą 0.
Proposition 3.19. Given the same assumptions as Proposition 3.18 and for suffi-
ciently large times |t| ą 0, the unique solution np3qpλ;x, tq of B-Problem 3.2 satisfies
n
p3q
11 p0;x, tq “ 1`O
´
|t|´3{4
¯
where the implied constant is independent of ξ and t and is uniform for ρ in a
bounded subset of H2,2pRq with infλPRp1´ λ|ρpλq|2q ě c ą 0 for a fixed c ą 0.
Remark 3.20. The remainder estimate in (64) need not be (and is not) uniform in
ξ and t; what matters for the proof of Theorem 1.5 is that the implied constant in
the estimate (65) for n
p3q
1 px, tq is independent of ξ and t.
To prove Proposition 3.18 we recast B-Problem 3.2 as a Fredholm-type integral
equation using the solid Cauchy transform
pPfqpλq “ 1
π
ż
C
1
λ´ z fpzq dmpzq
where dm denotes Lebesgue measure on C. The following lemma is standard.
Lemma 3.21. A continuous, bounded row vector-valued function np3qpλ;x, tq solves
B Problem 3.2 if and only if
(66) np3qpλ;x, tq “ p1, 0q ` 1
π
ż
C
1
λ´ z n
p3qpz;x, tqW p3qpz;x, tq dmpzq.
Proof of Proposition 3.18, given Lemmas 3.22–3.24. As in [1] and [9], we first show
that, for large times, the integral operator KW defined by
pKW fq pλq “ 1
π
ż
C
1
λ´ z fpzqW
p3qpzq dmpzq
(suppressing the parameters x and t) obeys the estimate
(67) }KW }L8ÑL8 À |t|´1{4
where the implied constants depend only on }ρ}H2,2 and
c :“ inf
λPR
`
1´ ελ|ρpλq|2˘
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and, in particular, are independent of ξ and t. This is the object of Lemma 3.22.
In particular, this shows that the solution formula
(68) np3q “ pI ´KW q´1p1, 0q
makes sense and defines an L8 solution of (66) bounded uniformly in ξ P R and ρ
in a bounded subset of H2,2pRq with c ą 0.
We then prove that the solution np3qpλ;x, tq has a large-λ asymptotic expansion
of the form (64) where λ Ñ 8 along the positive imaginary axis (Lemma 3.23).
Note that, for such λ, we can bound |λ ´ z| below by a constant times |λ| ` |z|.
The remainder need not be bounded uniformly in ξ. Finally, we prove estimate
(65). 
Proof of Proposition 3.19, given Lemmas 3.22–3.24. From (66) we have
n
p3q
11 p0q “ 1´
1
π
ż
C
n
p3q
11 pzqW p3q11 pzq ` np3q12 pzqW p3q21 pzq
z
dmpzq.
Computing W
p3q
11 and W
p3q
21 using (38) and the symmetry in RHP 3.5, recalling
that BRp2q has zeros on its diagonal, gives
W
p3q
11 pzq
z
“ N out12 pzqN out11 pz¯q
BRp2q21 pzq
z
` εN out11 pzqN out12 pz¯qBRp2q12 pzq.
W
p3q
21 pzq
z
“ N out11 pz¯q
2 BRp2q21 pzq
z
´ zN out12 pz¯q
2BRp2q12 pzq
Equations (67) and (68) imply that |np3qpzq| À 1. Using Lemma 3.7 then givesˇˇˇ
np3qp0q ´ 1
ˇˇˇ
À
ż
C
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇBRp2q21 pzqz
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ` ˇˇˇBRp2q12 pzqˇˇˇdmpzq “ O ´|t|´3{4¯ .
Where the last equality uses Corollary 2.5 to control the size of each term in the
integrand, allowing identical estimates as those used to bound
ş |W p3qpzq|dmpzq in
Proposition 3.18 to establish the result. 
Estimates (64), (65), and (67) rest on the bounds stated in three lemmas.
Lemma 3.22. Suppose that ρ P H2,2pRq and
c :“ inf
λPR
`
1´ ελ|ρpλq|2˘ ą 0
strictly. Then, the estimate (67) holds, where the implied constants depend on
}ρ}H2,2 and c.
Proof. To prove (67), first note that
}KW f}8 ď }f}8
ż
C
1
|λ´ z| |W
p3qpzq| dmpzq
where, using Proposition 3.16,
|W p3qpzq| ď }N rhp}8
››pN rhpq´1››8 ˇˇˇBRp2q ˇˇˇ À ˇˇˇBRp2q ˇˇˇ .
We will prove the estimate for η “ η “ `1 and z P Ω1 since estimates for η “ ´1
and Ω3, Ω4, and Ω6 are similar. Setting λ “ α` iβ and z ´ ξ “ u` iv, the region
Ω1 corresponds to
(69) Ω1 “ tpξ ` u, vq : v ě 0, v ď u ă 8u .
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We then have from Corollary 2.5 thatż
Ω1
1
|λ´ z| |W
p3qpzq| dmpzq À I1 ` I2 ` I3 ` I4
where
I1 “
ż 8
0
ż 8
v
1
|λ´ z| |p
1
1puq|e´8tuv du dv
I2 “
ż 1
0
ż 1
v
1
|λ´ z|
ˇˇ
logpu2 ` v2qˇˇ e´8tuv du dv
I3 “
ż 8
0
ż 8
v
1
|λ´ z|
1
1` |z ´ ξ|e
´8tuv du dv
I4 “
ż 8
0
ż 8
v
1
|λ´ z| |χΛpzq|e
´8tuv du dv.
We recall from [1, proof of Proposition C.1] the bound›››› 1λ´ z
››››
L2pv,8q
“
´ż 8
v`ξ
du
pu ´ αq2 ` pv ´ βq2
¯1{2
ď π
1{2
|v ´ β|1{2
where z “ ξ ` u ` iv and λ “ α ` iβ. Using this bound and Schwarz’s inequality
on the u-integration we may bound I1 by constants times
p1` ››p11››2q ż 8
0
1
|v ´ β|1{2 e
´tv2 dv À t´1{4
(see for example [1, proof of Proposition C.1] for the estimate) For I2, we remark
that | logpu2 ` v2q| À 1 ` | logpu2q| and that 1 ` | logpu2q| is square-integrable on
r0, 1s. We can then argue as before to conclude that I2 À t´1{4. Similarly, the
inequality
1
1` |z ´ ξ| ď
1
1` u
and the finite support of χ
Λ
shows that we can bound I3 and I4 in a similar way.
It now follows that ż
Ω1
1
|λ´ z| |W
p3qpzq| dmpzq À t´1{4
which, together with similar estimates for the integrations over Ω3, Ω4, and Ω6,
proves (67). 
Lemma 3.23. For λ “ iy, as y Ñ `8, the expansion (64) holds with
(70) n
p3q
1 px, tq “
1
π
ż
C
np3qpz;x, tqW p3qpz;x, tq dmpzq.
Proof. We write (66) as
np3qpλ;x, tq “ p1, 0q ` 1
λ
n
p3q
1 px, tq `
1
πλ
ż
C
z
λ´ z n
p3qpz;x, tqW p3qpz;x, tq dmpzq
where n
p3q
1 is given by (70). If λ “ iy and z P Ω1 Y Ω3 Y Ω4 Y Ω6, it is easy to
see that |λ|{|λ ´ z| is bounded above by a fixed constant independent of λ, while
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|np3qpz;x, tq| À 1 by the remarks following (68). If we can show thatż
C
|W p3qpz;x, tq| dmpzq ă 8,
it will follow from the Dominated Convergence Theorem that
lim
yÑ8
ż
C
z
iy ´ z n
p3qpz;x, tqW p3qpz;x, tq dmpzq “ 0
which implies the required asymptotic estimate. We will estimate the integralż
Ω1
|W p3qpzq| dmpzq since the other estimates are similar. Using Corollary 2.5 and
(69), we may then estimateż
Ω1
|W p3qpz;x, tq| dmpzq À I1 ` I2 ` I3 ` I4
where for η “ sgn t “ 1,
I1 “
ż 8
0
ż 8
v
ˇˇ
p11pξ ` uq
ˇˇ
e´8tuv du dv I2 “
ż 1
0
ż 1
v
ˇˇ
logpu2 ` v2qˇˇ e´8tuv du dv
I3 “
ż 8
0
ż 8
v
1?
1` u2 ` v2 e
´8tuv du dv I4 “
ż 8
0
ż 8
v
|χ
Λ
pzq|e´8tuv du dv.
For η “ ´1, the integrations domains are reflected in the u-variable, and the
following estimates are altered in an obvious manner. To estimate I1, we use the
Schwarz inequality on the u-integration to obtain
I1 ď
››p11››2 14?t
ż 8
0
1?
v
e´8tv
2
dv “ ››p11››2 Γp1{4q85{4t3{4 .
Since logpu2 ` v2q ď logp2u2q for v ď u ď 1, we may similarly bound
I2 ď
››logp2u2q››
L2p0,1q
Γp1{4q
85{4t3{4
.
To estimate I3, we note that 1 ` u2 ` v2 ě 1 ` u2 and p1 ` u2q´1{2 P L2pR`q, so
we may conclude that
I3 ď
›››p1` u2q´1{2›››
2
Γp1{4q
85{4t3{4
.
Finally, as χ
Λ
is finitely supported, by similar bounds
I4 ď CΛ Γp1{4q
85{4t3{4
.
where the constant CΛ depends only on the discrete spectrum Λ. These estimates
together show that
(71)
ż
Ω1
|W p3qpz;x, tq| dmpzq À t´3{4
and that the implied constant depends only on }ρ}H2,2 and Λ. In particular, the
integral (71) is bounded uniformly as tÑ8. 
The estimate (71) is also strong enough to prove (65):
Lemma 3.24. The estimate (65) holds with constants uniform in ρ in a bounded
subset of H2,2pRq and infλPR
`
1´ ελ|ρpλq|2˘ ą 0 strictly.
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Proof. From the representation formula (70), Lemma 3.22, and the remarks follow-
ing, we have ˇˇˇ
n
p3q
1 px, tq
ˇˇˇ
À
ż
C
|W p3qpz;x, tq| dmpzq.
In the proof of Lemma 3.23, we bounded this integral by t´3{4 modulo constants
with the required uniformities. 
4. Large-time asymptotics for solutions of DNLS
We now gather the estimates on the RHPs considered previously to prove The-
orems 1.5 and 1.6 which provide precise asymptotic descriptions of the large-time
behavior of the solutions qpx, tq and upx, tq of (2a) and (1a) within any given space-
time cone S. The leading-order soliton component of each expansion arises from
our outer model N out. We begin with the following result, which describes the soli-
ton components in N out in terms of only those solitons whose speeds are ‘visible’
from S.
Recall the notation (11), (15)-(18) used in Theorem 1.5-1.6 and for any real
interval I let
(72) ν0pIq “ ν0 “ min
λPΛzΛpIq
distpRe λ, Iq.
Additionally, for any multi-soliton qsolpx, t;Dq, where D is the associated reflection-
less scattering data, we use (78) below to define
(73) usolpx, t;Dq :“ qsolpx, t;Dq exp
ˆ
´iε
ż 8
x
|qsolpy, t;Dq|2dy
˙
Proposition 4.1. Fix x1 ď x2 and v1 ď v2. Take S, I, and DI as in Theo-
rem 1.5; take N out and Dξ as in Proposition 3.6. Then as |t| Ñ 8 with px, tq P
Spv1, v2, x1, x2q we have
(74) N outpλq “ N solpλ |DIq
ź
ReλkPI´ξ,ηzI
ˆ
λ´ λk
λ´ λk
˙σ3
`O
´
e´4dΛν0|t|
¯
where N solpλ |DIq is the solution of RHP 1.2 corresponding to the reflectionless
scattering data DI . In particular,
2ipN out1 q12 :“ lim
λÑ8
2iλN out12 pλ;x, tq “ qsolpx, t;DIq `O
´
e´4dΛν0|t|
¯
(75)
N outp0;x, tq “ exp
ˆ
iεσ3
2
ż 8
x
|qsolpy, t;DIq|2dy
˙
ˆ
ˆ
1 ´ ş8
x
usolpy, t;DIqdy
0 1
˙
exp
ˆ
´ 2iσ3
ÿ
Re λkPI
´
ξ,η
zI
argλk
˙
`O
´
e´4dΛν0|t|
¯
.
(76)
Proof. Apply Lemma B.4 and Corollary B.5 of Appendix B to N out–as described
by Proposition 3.6–and observe that DI “ xDξ. 
4.1. Large-time asymptotic for solution q of (1.3). Inverting the sequence of
transformations (29), (32), (36) we construct the solution n as
npλq “ np3qpλqN rhppλqRp2qpλq´1δpλqσ3 .(77)
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It follows from (28) and Corollary 2.5 that as λ Ñ 8 non-tangentially to the
real axis,
δpλqσ3 “ I ` pδ1{λqσ3 `O
`
λ´2
˘
, Rp2q “ I `O
´
e´c|t|
¯
.
From (51), we have
N rhppλq “ EpλqN outpλq
and the large-λ behavior of Epλq and N outpλq are given in Proposition 3.6 and
Lemma 3.15 as
Epλq “ E0 ` λ´1E1 `O
`
λ´2
˘
, E0 “
ˆ
1 0
q¯E 1
˙
,
N outpλq “ N out0 ` λ´1N out1 `O
`
λ´2
˘
, N out0 “
ˆ
1 0
εpN out1 q12 1
˙
.
Proof of Theorem 1.5. Inserting the above expansions into (77) and using Propo-
sition 3.18 the reconstruction formula (14) gives
qpx, yq “ 2ipN out1 q12 ` 2ipE1q12 `O
´
|t|´3{4
¯
.
Using (75) for the first term on the right-hand-side and (56) to identify 2ipE1q12
with the correction factor fpx, tq in Theorem 1.5 gives (19). 
4.2. Large-time asymptotic for solution u of (1.1). To prove Theorem 1.6 we
construct the solution upx, tq of the DNLS equation (1a) with initial data u0 by
means of the inverse gauge transformation
(78) upx, tq “ G´1pqqpx, tq :“ qpx, tq exp
ˆ
´iε
ż 8
x
|qpy, tq|2dy
˙
As we have the large-time behavior of qpx, tq in hand, to compute the large-time
behavior of upx, tq it will suffice to evaluate the large-time asymptotics of the ex-
pression
(79) exp
ˆ
´iε
ż 8
x
|qpy, tq|2dy
˙
.
Proposition 4.2. Suppose that q0 P H2,2pRq and that qpx, tq solves (2a) with
initial data q0. Let tρ, tpλk, ckquNk“1u be the scattering data associated to q0. Fix
ξ “ ´x{p4tq and M ą 0. Fix real constants v1 ď v2 and x1 ď x2. Define S, I and
DI as described in Theorem 1.5 and take α0 as in Theorem 1.6. Then as |t| Ñ 8
with px, tq P Spv1, v2, x1, x2q:
For ξ ěM |t|1{8, we have
exp
ˆ
´iε
ż 8
x
|qpy, tq|2dy
˙
“(80) „
1` 2iε|2t|1{2 Re
”
A12pξ, ηqN sol11 pξ |DIqN sol12 pξ |DIqeiφpξq
ı
`O
´
|t|´3{4
¯
ˆ exp
ˆ
´iε
ż 8
x
|qsolpy, t;DIq|2dy
˙
eiα0pξ,ηq,
while for ξ ďM |t|´1{8,
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(81) exp
ˆ
´iε
ż 8
x
|qpy, tq|2dy
˙
“
F pξ, t, ηq
«
1` iε|2t|1{2
"
2Re
”
A12pξ, ηqN sol11 pξ;x, t |DIqN sol12 pξ;x, t |DIqeiφpξq
ı
`A12pξ, ηq p1´Gpξ, t, ηqq exp
´
4i
ÿ
ReλkPI´ξ,ηzI
argλk
¯ ż 8
x
usolpy, t;DIqdy
*
`O
´
|t|´3{4
¯ff
ˆ exp
ˆ
´iε
ż 8
x
|qsolpy, t;DIq|2dy
˙
eiα0pξ,ηq
where, with p :“ e iηpi4 |8tξ2|1{2
(82) F pξ, t, ηq “
”
ep
2{4p´iηκpξqDiηκpξq ppq
ı´2
, Gpξ, t, ηq “ pDiηκpξq´1 ppq
Diηκpξq ppq
,
and usol is defined by (73).
Proof of Proposition 4.2. Using (93)-(94), the gauge factor (79) can be expressed
in terms of spectral functions. Starting from (77), observe that Rp2qp0q “ p 1 ˚0 1 q
is upper triangular, see Figure 3 and equation (33); similarly, the symmetry in
condition 1 of RHP 3.1 guarantees that N rhp21 p0q “ 0. So we have
(83) exp
ˆ
´iε
ż 8
x
|qpy, tq|2dy
˙
“ n11p0;x, tq´2 “ rnp3q11 p0qN rhp11 p0qδp0qs´2
“ N rhp11 p0q´2 exp
ˆ
i
π
ż
I
´
ξ,η
logp1 ´ ελ|ρpλq2|q
λ
dλ
˙
`O
´
|t|´3{4
¯
,
where we’ve used (26) and Proposition 3.19 in the last equality.
The value of N rhp11 p0q depends on the location of the point ξ in the spectral plane.
If |ξ| ą dΛ{3 then 0 R Uξ (cf. (40)), so it follows from (51) and (76) that
N rhp11 p0q´2 “ E11p0q´2 exp
ˆ
´iε
ż 8
x
|qsolpy, t,DIq|2dy ` 4i
ÿ
Re λkPI´ξ,ηzI
argλk
˙
(84)
`O
´
e´4dΛν0|t|
¯
.
Plugging (84) into (83) and using (61) and (74) to evaluate E11p0q gives (80).
If |ξ| ă dΛ{3 then 0 P Uξ. We expand (51), using Lemma 3.12 and (63) to drop
terms of order t´1:
N rhp11 p0q “ E11p0qN pc11 p0qN out11 p0q
ˆ
1` N
out
12 p0q
N out11 p0q
N pc21 p0q
N pc11 p0q
˙
`O `|t|´1˘ .
Using (76) this becomes
(85)
N rhp11 p0q´2 “ E11p0q´2N pc11 p0q´2 exp
ˆ
´iε
ż 8
x
|qsolpy, t,DIq|2dy ` 4i
ÿ
Re λkPI
´
ξ,η
zI
argλk
˙
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ˆ
«
1´ N
pc
21 p0q
N pc11 p0q
exp
`
4i
ÿ
Re λkPI
´
ξ,η
zI
argλk
˘ ż 8
x
usolpy, t;DIqdy `O
`|t|´1˘ff´2.
Expanding E11p0q´2 using (62) and Proposition 4.1
E11p0q´2 “ 1` iε|2t|1{2
"
2Re
”
A12pξ, ηqN sol,H11 pξ |DIqN sol,H12 pξ |DIqeiφpξq
ı
`A12pξ, ηq exp
`
4i
ÿ
Re λkPI
´
ξ,η
zI
argλk
˘ ż 8
x
usolpy, t;DIqdy
*
`O `|t|´1˘ .
By introducing the notation p :“ e iηpi4 |8tξ2|1{2, we use (50) and the symmetry
A21 “ εξA12 (see (48)) to write
(86)
N pc11 p0q´2 “
”
ep
2{4p´iηκpξqDiηκpξqppq
ı´2
“ F pξ, t, ηq
N pc21 p0q
N pc11 p0q
“ ´iε|ξ|eiηpi{4A12
Diηκpξq´1ppq
Diηκpξqppq
“ ´A12iε|8t|´1{2p
Diηκpξq´1ppq
Diηκpξqppq
.
Combining (85)-(86) with (83) gives (81).
Finally, we observe [10, Eq. 12.9.1] that inserting the expansion
Dνppq “ e´p2{4pν
“
1`O `p´2˘‰
into (82) gives
F ppq “ 1`O `|t|´1ξ´2˘ Gppq “ 1`O `|t|´1ξ´2˘
so that the inner expansion (81) for |ξ| ď dΛ{3 agrees with the outer expansion
(80) for |ξ| ąM |t|´1{8.

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Appendix A. The Weak Plancherel Formula
We establish relations between the transmission coefficients α˘ and α and the
scattering data
`
ρ, tλkuNk“1
˘
. Recall that Λ` “ tλkuNk“1 Ă C`.
Lemma A.1. The following relations
(87) α˘pλq “
Nź
k“1
λ´ λk
λ´ λk
exp
ˆ
´
ż `8
´8
logp1´ εξ|ρpξq|2q
ξ ´ λ
dξ
2πi
˙
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(88) αpλq “
Nź
k“1
λ´ λk
λ´ λk exp
ˆż `8
´8
logp1´ εξ|ρpξq|2q
ξ ´ λ
dξ
2πi
˙
hold.
Proof. The functions α˘pλq and αpλq have simple zeros in Λ` and Λ` respectively.
Defining
(89) γ˘pλq “
Nź
k“1
λ´ λk
λ´ λk α˘pλq, γpλq “
Nź
k“1
λ´ λk
λ´ λk
αpλq,
γ˘pλq is analytic in the upper half plane where it has no zeros, while γ is analytic
in the lower half plane where it has no zeros. Also γ˘ and γ Ñ 1 as |λ| Ñ 8 in the
respective half planes. Therefore,
log γ˘pλq “
ż `8
´8
log γ˘pξq
ξ ´ λ
dξ
2πi
,
ż `8
´8
log γpξq
ξ ´ λ
dξ
2πi
“ 0 Impλq ą 0
log γpλq “ ´
ż `8
´8
log γpξq
ξ ´ λ
dξ
2πi
,
ż `8
´8
log γ˘pξq
ξ ´ λ
dξ
2πi
“ 0 Impλq ă 0.
Using (89), as well as the identity α˘pξqαpξq “ γ˘pξqγpξq “ `1´ ξ|ρpξq|2˘´1, we
deduce
log α˘pλq “
Nÿ
k“1
log
ˆ
λ´ λk
λ´ λk
˙
´
ż `8
´8
logp1´ εξ|ρpξq|2q
ξ ´ λ
dξ
2πi
, Impλq ą 0,
logαpλq “
Nÿ
k“1
log
ˆ
λ´ λk
λ´ λk
˙
`
ż `8
´8
logp1´ εξ|ρpξq|2q
ξ ´ λ
dξ
2πi
, Impλq ą 0.
from which the identities (87) and (88) are obtained. 
The next lemma can be seen as a weak version of a Plancherel identity for the
scattering transform. One should compare it to the following identity for the AKNS
system associated the defocussing cubic NLS equation:
´
ż
R
logp1´ |rpkq|2q dk “ π }q}2L2
where q is the potential and r is its scattering transform (see, for example, the
discussion in [25], Appendix A). For small data this reduces to the linear Plancherel
formula. In our “weak Plancherel formula,” we only obtain equality modulo 2π
because of the exponentials.
Lemma A.2. Suppose that qpx, tq is the solution of (2a) for initial data q0 P
H2,2pRq and let tρ, tpλk, ckquNk“1u be the scattering data associated to q0. Then the
identity
exp
„
iε
ż
R
|qpy, tq|2

“ exp
«
´4i
˜
Nÿ
k“1
argλk
¸
´ i
π
ż
R
logp1´ ελ|ρpλq|2q
λ
dλ
ff
holds.
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Proof. We can express the transmission coefficient (88) in terms of the normalized
Jost function matrices N˘px, t;λq defined by
(90)
dN˘
dx
“ ´iλrσ3, N˘s `QλN˘ ´ i
2
σ3Q
2N˘
lim
xÑ˘8
N˘px, λq “ I
(see (4)) where qpxq is replaced by qpx, tq in the definitions of Q and Qλ. Recall
that
(91) N`px, λq “ N´px, λqe´iλx adpσ3qT pλq.
where T Using the definition (6) of T and (91) and taking the limit as x Ñ ´8
gives
(92) αpλq “ lim
xÑ´8N
`
11px, t;λq.
Consider (90) for λ « 0
dN`
dx
“
ˆ´ iε
2
|qpx, tq|2 qpx, tq
0 iε
2
|qpx, tq|2
˙
N` ` λ
„ˆ ´i 0
εqpx, tq i
˙
N` `N`
ˆ
i 0
0 ´i
˙
lim
xÑ8
N`px, t;λq “ I
.
As λ “ 0 is a regular point of this system of equations, one can easily show that
(93)
N`px, t;λq “ e iεσ32
ş8
x
|qpy,tq|2dy
¨˝
1 ´
ż 8
x
qpy, tqe´iε
ş8
y
|qpw,tq|2dw
dy
0 1
‚˛`O pλq .
Writing N`1 for the first column of the Jost function we have
(94) N`1 px, t; 0q “ N1´p0;x, tq “ N1px, t, 0q,
where we have used the fact that the Jost function N`1 px, t; 0q gives the first column
of the Beals-Coifman solution N´p0;x, tq of RHP 1.2 (see, for example, [21, Section
4.1] for discussion). We can drop the minus-boundary value because the jump
relation in Problem 1.2(iii) gives N11`p0;x, tq “ N11´p0;x, tq so that N11pλ;x, tq
is continuous at the origin. Evaluating αp0q2 two ways: by combining (94) with
(92); and evaluating (88) at λ “ 0, gives the result. 
Appendix B. Solutions of RHP 1.2 for reflectionless scattering data
The bright soliton solutions of (2a) can be characterized as the potentials qpx, tq
for which the associated scattering data are reflectionless:
`
ρ ” 0, tpλk, CkquNk“1
˘
,
and pλk, Ckq P C` ˆ Cˆ for k “ 1, . . . , N . If N “ 1, with scattering data pλ “
u` iv, Cq, the single soliton solution of (2a) is
(95) Qsolpx, tq “ Qpx´ x0 ` 4ut, λq
ˆ exp i
"
4|λ|2t´ 2upx` 4utq ´ ε
4
ż x´x0`4ut
´8
Qpη, λq2dη ´ ϕ0
*
where
Qpy, λq “
d
8v2
|λ| coshp4vyq ´ εu,
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x0 “ 1
4v
log
|λ||C|2
4v2
, ϕ0 “ argpλq ` argpCq ` π{2,
which describes a solitary wave with amplitude envelope Q traveling at speed
c “ ´4Reλ. For N ą 1, the solution formulae become ungainly, but we expect,
generically, that for |t| " 1, the solution will resemble N independent 1-solitons
each traveling at its unique speed ´4Reλk2. For this reason, these solutions are
called N -solitons of (2a).
Problem B.1. Given px, tq P R2 and data D “ tpλk, CkquNk“1 Ď C` ˆ Cˆ fix
∆ Ă t1, . . . , Nu. Find an analytic function N sol,∆p ¨ ;x, t |Dq : pCzΛq Ñ SL2pCq
such that
(i) N sol,∆ satisfies the symmetry relation
N sol,∆pλ;x, t |Dq “ λ´σ3{2σ´1ε N sol,∆pλ;x, t |Dqσελσ3{2
(ii) N sol,∆pλ;x, t |Dq “
ˆ
1 0
αpx, tq 1
˙
`O `λ´1˘ as λÑ8.
(iii) N sol,∆ has simple poles at each point in Λ. For each λk P Λ`
resλ“λk N
sol,∆pλ;x, t |Dq “ lim
λÑλk
N sol,∆pλ;x, t |Dqv∆pλkq
resλ“λk N
sol,∆pλ;x, t |Dq “ lim
λÑλk
N sol,∆pλ;x, t |Dqv∆pλkq
where
v∆pλkq “
$’’&’’%
ˆ
0 0
λkγ
∆
k px, tq 0
˙
k R ∆ˆ
0 λ´1k γ
∆
k px, tq
0 0
˙
k P ∆,
v∆pλkq “ λ´σ3{2σ´1ε v∆pλkqσελσ3{2,
(96)
and
γ∆k px, tq “
#
CkB
∆pλkq´2e´2itθpλkq k R ∆
C´1k p1{B∆q1pλkq´2e2itθpλkq k P ∆.
B
∆pλq “
ź
kP∆
ˆ
λ´ λk
λ´ λk
˙
Remark B.2. When the context is clear we will omit the dependence of N sol,∆
on x,t, and/or D so that N sol,∆pλq “ N sol,∆pλ, |Dq “ N sol,∆pλ;x, t |Dq are all
equivalent representations of the same function.
When ∆ “ H Problem B.1 is identical to RHP 1.2 with scattering data tρ ”
0,D “ tpλk, CkquNk“1u. For any other choice of ∆ the relation between these prob-
lems is3
(97) N sol,Hpλq “ N sol,∆pλqB∆pλqσ3 .
2The non-generic case occurs when Reλj “ Reλk for one or more pairs j ‰ k. In this case
the solution possesses localized, quasi-periodic traveling waves known as breather solitons.
3When ∆ “ H we set BHpλq “ I for consistency.
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Each choice of ∆ represents a different normalization of the RHP. The idea, which
is common in the literature [1, 2, 5], is to choose normalizations which prepare the
problem for asymptotic analysis.
For convenience, order the spectrum (possibly non-uniquely) such that
Reλ1 ď Reλ2 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď ReλN ,
and let ReλN`1 “ ´Reλ0 “ `8. For j “ 0, 1, . . . , N , define the sets
S˘j “ tpx, tq P R2 : ξ P rRe zj ,Re zj`1q, ˘t ě 0u,
∆`j “ tℓ P N : 1 ď ℓ ď ju, ∆´j “ t1, . . . , Nuz∆`j
As ηt Ñ 8 with px, tq P Sηj , the set of λk which have exponentially growing
residue coefficients in N sol,H are indexed by ∆ηj—the remaining poles have bounded
residues. The transformation (97) results in a new problem for N sol,∆
η
j which has,
in light of (13), and (96), residue coefficients γ
∆
η
j
k px, tq which are uniformly bounded
as px, tq vary over Sηj :
(98)
|γ∆
η
j
k px, tq| ď KΛ
#
e´8|t| Imλk|Reλk´ξ| |ξ| ď Ξ0
e´2|x| Imλk|1´ξ
´1 Reλk| |ξ| ě Ξ0
+
ď KΛ,
@k, px, tq P Sηj
where Ξ0 ą 0 is any fixed constant and KΛ is a fixed constant depending only on
the scattering data.
Lemma B.3. Given data D “ tpλk, CkquNk“1 Ă C` ˆ Cˆ such that λj ‰ λk for
j ‰ k there exists a unique solution of Problem B.1 for each px, tq P R2. Moreover,
the solution satisfies
} `N sol,∆˘´1 }L8pCzBΛq À 1
where BΛ is any open neighborhood of the poles Λ “ tλk, λkuNk“1, and the implied
constant depends only on BΛ and the scattering data; it is independent of x, t and
∆.
Proof. Since detN sol,∆pλq “ 1 we only need to consider }N sol,∆}. The relation (97)
is bounded and invertible away from Λ, so it is sufficient to work with whichever
choice of ∆ is convenient for any given px, tq. As noted previously, taking ∆ “ H,
Problem B.1 is exactly RHP 1.2 for scattering data tρ ” 0,Du. Existence and
uniqueness in the case ε “ ´1 follow from Theorem 4.3 of [17] and the equivalence
of Problems 1.2 and 1.4. To prove boundedness, observe that the solution N sol,∆
of Problem B.1 is a continuous function of the parameters γ∆k . For px, tq P Sηj , fix
∆ “ ∆ηj , then (98) shows that the parameters γ
∆
η
j
k vary over compact sets. This
establishes boundedness on each Sηj , and since
ŤN
j“0pS`j YS´j q “ R2, this completes
the proof. 
Let us now consider the asymptotic behavior of soliton solutions which is needed
for Theorems 1.5-1.6. Recall the notation established by (11), (15)-(18), and (72).
Lemma B.4. Fix reflectionless data D “ tpλk, CkquNk“1; parameters v1 ď v2,
x1 ď x2, and a cone Spv1, v2, x1, x2q as in Theorem 1.5. Let I “ r´v2{4,´v1{4s,
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η “ sgn t, and take Λ`pIq and NpIq ď N as in (16)–(17). Then, as |t| Ñ 8 with
px, tq P Spv1, v2, x1, x2q,
N sol,Hpλ |Dq “
”
I `O
´
e´4dΛν0|t|
¯ı
N sol,Hpλ | pDq ź
ReλkPI´ξ,ηzI
ˆ
λ´ λk
λ´ λk
˙σ3
where pD “ #pλk, pCkq : λk P ΛpIq, pCk “ Ck ź
ReλjPI´ξ,ηzI
ˆ
λk ´ λj
λk ´ λj
˙2+
.
Using (14) and (93)-(94) applied to N sol,Hpλ |Dq we have the immediate corol-
lary
Corollary B.5. Under the assumption of Lemma B.4 it follows that as |t| Ñ 8
with px, tq P Spv1, v2, x1, x2q we have:
lim
λÑ8
2iλN sol,H12 pλ;x, t |Dq “ qsolpx, t;Dq “ qsolpx, t; pDq´1` e´4dΛν0|t|¯
N
sol,H
11 p0;x, t |Dq´2 “ exp
´
´ iε
ż 8
x
|qsolpy, t;Dq|2dy
¯
“ exp
´
´ iε
ż 8
x
|qsolpy, t; pDq|2dy ` 4iÿ
Re λkPI´ξ,ηzI
argλk
¯
ˆ
´
1` e´4dΛν0|t|
¯
.
Proof of Lemma B.4. Let ∆`I “ tk : Reλk ă ´v2{4u and ∆´I “ tk : Reλk ą
´v1{4u. Consider Problem B.1 with ∆ “ ∆ηI . For λj P ΛzΛpIq and px, tq P S the
residue coefficients (96) satisfy
(99) }v∆˘I pλjq} „ e´8t Imλj Repλj´ξq “ O
´
e´4dΛν0|t|
¯
, ˘tÑ `8.
Introduce small disks Dk around each λk P Λ`zΛpIq whose radii are chosen suf-
ficiently small that they are non-overlapping and do not intersect the real axis.
Orient their boundaries, BDk, positively. We trade these residues for near-identity
jumps by the change of variables
(100) rN sol,∆ηI pλ |Dq “
$’’’’&’’’’%
N sol,∆
η
I pλ |Dq
ˆ
I ´ v
∆
η
I pλkq
λ´λk
˙
z P Dk
N sol,∆
η
I pλ |Dq
ˆ
I ´ v
∆
η
I pλkq
λ´λk
˙
z P Dk
N sol,∆
η
I pλ |Dq. elsewhere
The new unknown rN sol,∆ηI pλ |Dq has jumps across each disk boundaryrN sol,∆ηI` pλ |Dq “ rN sol,∆ηI´ pλ |Dqrvpλq
where rvpλq is given on BDk (resp. BDk) by the last factor in the first (resp. second)
line of (100). By virtue of (99) these jumps satisfy
(101) }rvpλq ´ I}
L8prΣq “ O
´
e´4dΛν0|t|
¯
, rΣ “ď
λkPΛ`zΛpIq
pBDk Y BDkq.
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Next we observe that N sol,Hpλ | pDq has the same poles as rN sol,∆ηI` pλ |Dq with
exactly the same residue conditions. A simple calculation shows that the quantity
(102) epλq “ rN sol,∆ηI` pλ |Dq ”N sol,Hpλ | pDqı´1
has no poles with jump e`pλq “ e´pλqvepλq. Here
vepλq “
”
N sol,Hpλ | pDqı rvpλq ”N sol,Hpλ | pDqı´1 , λ P rΣ
satisfies an estimate identical to (101) by Lemma B.3 applied to N sol,Hpλ | pDq.
Using the theory of small norm RHPs [31, 29], one shows that e exists and that
epλq “ I ` O `e´4dΛν0|t|˘ for all sufficiently large |t|. The result then follows from
(100), (102) and (97). 
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